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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Cooperative vocational education has strengthened the 

traditional school setting by providing students with the op-

portunity to combine classroom instruction with actual work 

experience. It has allowed the schools to better prepare 

young people for employment after graduation from high schools 

through cooperative efforts of educators and employers. The 

Vocational Education amendments of 1968 (36) have helped make 

cooperative vocational education a vital part of the American 

school system. These amendments noted that through such work-

study (cooperative education) programs students are able to 

acquire necessary skills and knowledge for employment and ap-

propriate attitudes about employment. Dr. Robert Worthington, 

Associate Commissioner of the Bureau for Adult, Vocational, 

and Technical Education, indicated support for cooperative 

education when he stated: 

Cooperative education fulfills a significant role 
in preparing young people for their successful entry 
into the world of work. For many youth, cooperative 
education will be the capstone to their formal career 
education. For them, cooperative education will be 
the most secure bridge upon which they will rely for 
achieving active membership in the labor force. (38:15) 

In Texas, Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) 

is a major segment of the total cooperative education program. 

Within the HECE program high school juniors and seniors are 

offered a choice of study in seventeen different occupational 

1 
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areas, one of which is child care. 

From 1967 to 1972, nationwide enrollment in occupa-

tions associated with the care and guidance of children in

creased from 8,453 to 77,158 (14). This increase is partly 

due to the fact that so many mothers of preschool children 

are now working. Zarnoff (46) indicated that by 1980, the 

number of working mothers with children under the age of five 

years will have increased to 5,300,000. Because parents and 

guardians of these children seek to provide quality child 

care, it is imperative that we train young people for posi

tions as child care workers. We must give children the best 

possible care by providing qualified, well-trained staff. 

According to Zimmerman and Amos, "If children are our great

est natural resources, we should try to assume all pre-school 

groups are directed by educated and well-trained qualified 

teachers and assistants" (47:3). 

Development and evaluation of curriculum materials 

for the Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) Program 

in Texas is one of the major responsibilities of the Horne 

Economics Instructional Materials Center (HEIMC) at Texas 

Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. The Texas Education Agency 

and the Department of Home Economics Education at Texas Tech 

university perceive the need for the development, evaluation, 

and revision of instructional materials. The Texas Education 

Agency funds the HEIMC while Texas Tech University provides 

the facilities for its operation. 
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Westbury (44) strongly supported the need to evaluate 

instructional materials. He stated, 11 There can be no cur

riculum evaluation that is not intertwined with curriculum 

development, and curriculum evaluation is an important goal 11 

(44:257). Without the combined resources and support of re

searchers and educators, it is doubtful that such develop

ment, evaluation, and revisions would be a major priority. 

Statement of the Problem 

The study involved two major problems. The first 

problem was to develop a unit of instructional materials 

which would be useful for Home Economics Cooperative Educa

tion (HECE) students employed as child care aides. Specifi

cally, the unit concerned the area of program planning. The 

second problem of the study was to determine the effective

ness and perceived usefulness of the instructional unit de

veloped for use by HECE students employed as child care aides. 

Purpose of the Study 

The problem of the study involved the development 

and evaluation of instructional materials for use in teach

ing program planning to Home Economics Cooperative Education 

(HECE) students. Responsibilities of HECE child care aides 

in program planning provided the framework for developing 

the unit. To achieve the goals of this study, the following 

purposes were set forth: 
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1. To identify responsibilities of HECE child care 

aides in the area of program planning. 

2. To develop instructional materials in child care 

based on HECE child care aides' responsibilities in the area 

of program planning. 

3. To develop a cognitive achievement test to be 

used as a pretest and posttest for the purpose of measuring 

student attainment of the objectives presented in the instruc

tional materials unit on program planning. 

4. To develop parallel student and teacher reaction 

sheets to be used as evaluation instruments for the purpose 

of measuring the perceived usefulness of the instructional 

materials as judged by the HECE child care aides and their 

teachers. 

5. To administer the pretest, instructional unit on 

program planning, and posttest to HECE child care aides. 

6. To administer reaction sheets to HECE child care 

aides and their teachers. 

7. To determine the relationships between variables 

pertaining to class size and school size and teachers' and 

students' reactions to the instructional materials. 

8. To assess the relationships between teachers' and 

students• evaluations of the instructional unit. 

Hypotheses 

The following null hypotheses were tested in the study: 
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1. There is no significant difference between the 

students' mean pretest score and the students' mean posttest 

score on the cognitive achievement test developed to accom

pany the instructional unit on program planning for the HECE 

students. 

2. There is no significant difference between the 

HECE teachers' mean total reaction sheet score and the HECE 

child care aides' mean total reaction sheet score for the 

instructional unit. 

3. There is no significant difference between the 

HECE teachers' mean overall rating and the HECE child care 

aides' mean overall rating for the instructional unit on 

program planning. 

4. There are no significant differences between the 

HECE teachers' mean evaluation scores for specific aspects 

of the instructional unit and the HECE child care aides' mean 

evaluation scores for specific aspects of the instructional 

unit. 

5. There is no significant difference between the 

mean reaction sheet scores of HECE teachers from the follow

ing school sizes: small, medium, large. 

6. There is no significant difference between the 

mean reaction sheet scores of HECE child care aides from 

the following school sizes: small, medium, large. 

7. There is no significant relationship between the 

number of child care aides in a teacher's HECE class and the 
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teachers' total reaction sheet scores for the instructional 

unit. 
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8. There is no significant relationship between the 

number of child care aides in a HECE class and the students' 

total reaction sheet scores for the instructional unit. 

9. There is no significant difference between the 

mean reaction sheet scores of students in the following 

class sizes: 1-3 child care aides, 4-6 child care aides, 

and 7-10 child care aides. 

10. There is no significant difference between the 

mean reaction sheet scores of teachers having the following 

class sizes: 1-3 child care aides, 4-6 child care aides, 

and 7-10 child care aides. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

Factors limiting the study were: 

1. The study was limited to thirty-one classes of 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) students in Texas. 

The sample included 142 students from 31 different schools. 

All conclusions were limited to this sample. 

2. The evaluation of these instructional materials 

was conducted from October through December 1976. 

3. The problem was limited to the development, test-

ing, and evaluation of instructional materials in the area 

of program planning for HECE child care aides. 
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4. No attempt was made to control the classroom 

environment in which the materials were tested with respect 

to temperature, time of day, ventilation, or special school 

events. 

5. The materials were self-administered by the HECE 

child care aides. An assessment of their motivation was 

beyond the scope of this study. 

6. The materials were mailed to the teachers with 

a direction sheet for administering the unit. No attempt 

was made to see that materials were used as intended. 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms are defined in accordance with 

the purpose of the study: 

1. Assignments--learning experiences presented at 

the end of each lesson in an instructional unit designed for 

aiding the student in attaining the behavioral objectives. 

These experiences were to be done by each student individu

ally. 

2. Behavioral Objectives--statements .describing the 

expected measurable student behaviors that should result 

from study of the specific unit. 

3. Child Care Aides--students enrolled in HECE who 

work in approved child care centers at least 16 hours per 

week. 



4. Group Work--learning experiences presented at 

the end of each lesson in an instructional unit designed 

for aiding the student in attaining the behavioral objec

tives. These experiences were to be done with two or more 

other child care aides. 

5. Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE)--

8 

a Texas program designed to provide related classroom in

struction and on-the-job training for high school students 

preparing to enter employment in an occupation requiring 

knowledge and skills in one or more home economics subjects. 

Students may be employed as a{n): art and craft aide, 

bridal consultant, child care aide, clothing assistant, com

panion to .the elderly, consumer aide, dietetic aide, fabric 

coordinator, fashion coordinator, floral designer, food 

caterer, food service employee, home furnishings aide, house

keeping management assistant, physical fitness assistant, 

and tester of foods, equipment, or textiles. 

6. Instructional Materials Center--an organization 

or institution set forth to develop and publish materials 

such as curriculum guides, student materials, and teacher 

materials. 

7. Mean Scores--the scores portraying the averages 

of the group scores. 

8. Objective Test--an instrument designed to mea

sure student attainment of behavioral objectives at various 

levels of the cognitive taxonomy. 
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9. Reaction Sheet--an instrument used for obtain

ing statistically useful data from an individual to deter

mine the perceived usefulness of an instructional unit. 

10. Students eligible for HECE--students at least 

sixteen years of age, enrolled in grades eleven and twelve. 

11. Tasks--actual jobs or duties which the child 

care aide learns and performs during and after the study 

of the instructional unit. 

12. Unit or Instructional Unit--a unit of instruc

tional materials which are self-paced containing specific 

tasks, behavioral objectives, references, subject matter, 

evaluation questions, assignments, and group work. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The review of literature is divided into three major 

sections. The first deals with cooperative vocational edu

cation programs, the second with the need for child care 

aides, and the third with the evaluation of instructional 

materials. Subtopics are used throughout the chapter to 

further clarify each section. 

Cooperative Vocational Education Programs 

Background of Cooperative 
vocational Education 

The Vocational Act of 1963 (41) and the vocational 

Amendments of 1968 (36) cleared the way for an important 

new phase in home economics programs in public schools known 

as gainful employment or cooperative education. Also in 

1968, the 90th Congress, Committee on Government Operations 

(37), presented human resources development goals of the 

American society which meshed with the Vocational Amendments 

(36). These goals (37) included providing people with the 

opportunity for employment complementary of their education 

or skill and with assurance of an adequate source of income 

according to the services performed. They also stated that 

people should be given the opportunity to develop to their 

fullest potentials and to have chances for advancement, 

freedom, and security. 

10 
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Dr. William F. Pierce, u.s. Deputy Commissioner for 

Occupational and Adult Education, defined Cooperative Voca

tional Education in three ways: 

1. Cooperative Vocational Education is an inter
dependent combination of vocational instruction and 
employment related to that instruction. 

2. Cooperative Vocational Education is an in
structional plan which combines learning experi
ences gained through regularly scheduled employment 
in the community, and vocationally oriented in
school interaction. 

3. Cooperative Vocational Education is a pur
poseful blending of vocational instruction and 
employment which meet job preparatory objectives. 
(38:15) 

Purposes of Cooperative Vocational 
Education 

Pierce (38) explained the purposes of cooperative 

vocational education according to four different roles. He 

stated that cooperative education should coordinate the 

students' needs and instructional objectives with the edu-

cational experiences, provide on-the-job training, provide 

for a regular schedule of employment, and give the student 

credit for the cooperative education training program. 

A comprehensive description of the advantages of 

cooperative education was given in a manual developed by 

the College of Education at the University of Minnesota (35). 

Several well-known people who helped in providing informa-

tion for this document were: Congressman Roman C. Pucinske 

from Illinois; Dr. Jong A. Sessions, Public Education 
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Specialist, AFL-CIO: and Mr. Edwin L. Neelson, Senior Pro

gram Officer, Work Experience Education, United States 

Office of Education. The advantages of cooperative educa-

tion listed in this manual were as follows: (1) coopera-

tive education responds to the student•s·needs and occupa

tional requirements because it provides relevant instruc

tion and curriculum, (2) cooperative education is sensitive 

to occupational development and career needs because it 

gives continuous feedback from training sponsors and others, 

and (3) cooperative education is applicable to most voca

tional learnings because the students are able to try out 

real-life situations. 

Cooperative education does provide a valuable func

tion in the total educational program. Swanson (29) pointed 

out that contrary to past myths that traditional education 

is the pathway to employment, some educators disagree. 

Dr. Carl H. Madden (38), Chief Economist, Chamber of Com

merce of the u.s., stated that most high school students 

are poorly prepared either for more education or for work. 

Clark (9) emphasized this point by discussing the fact that 

most high schools in the United States award the same diploma 

to the student who was in special education as to the student 

who earned straight A's. The diploma does not indicate the 

degree of proficiency students have for continuing with their 

education or for joining the work force. Clark (9) indicated 

that some kind of alternative approach should be planned in 
• 
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order for students to develop specific performance skills 

before being awarded a diploma. He suggested that multiple 

diplomas be issued with a specific emphasis in academic, 

vocational, or general areas. The diploma would then indi

cate certain proficiencies and which programs, such as the 

cooperative education programs, were completed. 

Students in cooperative education programs have been 

found to have a better attitude toward work than those stu

dents who have not been in cooperative education in high 

school. A study was conducted by Robertson (26) 1n Colorado. 

The subjects were 121 high school graduates. Seventy of 

these graduates had not been in cooperative education, and 

fifty-one had been in cooperative education. A significant 

difference was found between these two groups of students in 

terms of their perceived importance of cooperative education 

illustrating that cooperative education did in fact benefit 

those who immediately joined the full-time working force 

directly after finishing high school. However, Robertson 

found that when tested two years after graduation these two 

groups of students showed no significant differences in job 

satisfaction, job stability, or salary. 

Dobry (12) conducted a study in New York in which 

she explored attitudes of 138 cooperative education students 

ranging in age from 14 to 19 years. The students in each 

of the cooperative education classes participated in class

room instruction and on-the-job training in the areas of 
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food service and child care. At the conclusion of the study 

students showed significant positive changes in their atti

tudes toward work, self-confidence, self-concept in the 

world of work, and attitude toward horne economics. The 

students themselves voiced opinions that the most important 

aspect of the program was that of class experience which 

closely related to the work experience outside the regular 

classroom. 

Home Economics Cooperative 
Education Program 

The Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE} 

program is a part of the total cooperative education picture 

in Texas. It was implemented by the Texas Education Agency 

as a vocational homemaking program in 1965. According to 

the 11Vocational Homemaking Education Program Standards", 

Home economics cooperative education is designed to 
provide related classroom instruction and on-the-job 
training for high school students preparing to enter 
employment in the occupations requiring knowledge 
and skills in one or more home economics subject 
areas including child development, clothing and tex
tiles, consumer education, family living, food and 
nutrition, home management, and housing. (32:16} 

The Texas state program standards (32} delineate 

that those eligible for Home Economics Cooperative Education 

(HECE} include eleventh and twelfth grade students who are 

at least sixteen years old. Prerequisites are not required 

for enrollment in HECE. However, comprehensive homemaking 

education courses of specialized quarter courses provide 
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pre-employment training for all of the approved home eco

nomics occupational programs. Students are placed in the 

program on the basis of training objectives, aptitude, 

interest, need, physical and mental competence, and other 

qualifications essential to successful employment. Those 

students admitted to the HECE program must be employed within 

two weeks after the class begins. On the quarter unit plan 

(55-minute periods), students must enroll in six quarter 

units for 160 clock hours of class instruction plus 525 hours 

of supervised work experience. Students enrolled in cooper

ative education may earn twelve quarter units. For seniors 

or those students in the twelfth grade, credit may be granted 

for one, two, or three quarters. 

In the Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) 

classroom, a majority of the class time is usually devoted 

to individualized study of content related to the occupa

tional objectives of the students. The course content is 

related to job requirements and determined cooperatively by 

the teacher-coordinator and employers of the students. In 

addition to individualized instruction, students receive 

group instruction to orient them to their job and employment 

conditions (32). 

Training stations or the business establishments 

where the Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) stu

dents are employed must adhere to certain criteria. Accord

int to the state program standards, these criteria included: 



(1) the respectability and reputation of the 
employer; (2) competence of employees; (3) 
standards of workmanship; (4) adequacy and 
appropriateness of equipment; (5) volume of 
business: (6) policies of the company toward 
occupational training, including agreement of 
employer to employ students throughout the 
school year; and (7) employer-employee rela
tionships existing. (32:22) 

A training plan is used with each student in the 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) program. Each 

plan is individualized to the student•s job responsibili-

ties and time schedule. Important parts of this training 

plan include skills which are learned through work experi-

ence and on-the-job training, technical information taught 

in the classroom, length of training, number of hours of 

employment, and wages to be paid. All training plans are 

written on a form provided by the Texas Education Agency 

and sent to this agency three weeks after placement of the 

student (32) • 

16 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) teachers 

have the responsibility of coordinating the work experience 

with classroom experience. Coordination activities involve 

supervisory visits to the training stations of each student, 

conferences with employers about student progress and needs, 

consultation with prospective employers, students, and par-

ents, consultation with advisory committee members, and 

preparation of materials, program records, and reports (32). 
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Child Care 

The Need for Child Care 

According to Cobe (10), the need for adequate child 

care is a growing problem throughout the nation. An in

creasing emphasis on the development of young children has 

become evident. Many programs have been fostered and ex-

panded through the Federal government and private organiza-

tions. Fogarino and Reynolds (14) noted that even with this 

awareness, there are still an estimated 5 million children 

who suffer from the lack of adequate child care. It is im-

portant to realize the impact that adequate child care could 

provide for the future of this country. A statement in the 

publication Day Care--Staff Training reinforced this con-

elusion. 

Everyone has a stake in good day care--industry, 
labor, educational systems and all levels of gov
ernment. Whether the children and their families 
live in the cities or towns, in the suburbs or on 
the farms, there is a universal investment in our 
youth. (40:14) 

Berry (5) enumerated several reasons for the large 

increase in the need for child care services. The most 

candid is that of the increase 1n the employment of mothers 

who have children under seventeen years of age. Due to the 

acceptance of women in the world of work, many women have 

entered the labor force. From 1970 to 1974, the Special 

Labor Force Report (42) indicated that the number of .chil-

dren with working mothers rose to 27 million. One out of 
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four of these children (about 6.1 million) was below regular 

school age, thus requiring some kind of child care service. 

The U.S. Department of Labor (43) estimated that by 1985, 

6.6 million mothers of preschool children will be working 

as compared to 2.1 million in 1969. 

A second reason noted by Berry (5) for needing ade

quate day care is that of the increase of single parents. 

One parent families often face the dual problem of both sup

porting the children and earning a living. However, if that 

one parent can become employed, the family will have a better 

chance of climbing out of a poverty level existence. 

According to Panetta (23), child care has become a 

political concern because it not only provides for children 

of lower socioeconomic levels, but also provides for the 

middle-class population. Another reason Panetta (23) gave 

for child care becoming a political concern is that it can 

be used as a mechanism for holding families together. In

stead of placing children in foster homes or residential 

care the children can be taken care of in a child care 

facility. 

Other reasons Berry (5) pointed out for the increased 

need for child care services include the rising concerns 

about the mentally retarded, the handicapped, and other chil

dren with special care needs. These children can often be 

provided with special child care services to help them develop 

to their fullest potential. However, Fogarino and Reynolds 
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(14), Highberger and Schramm (16) noted that many child care 

professionals and aides are needed to deal with these chil-

dren's special problems. 

Child Care Centers 

According to Swenson (30), there are three basic 

types of child care centers available to preschool children 

in the United States. These include the family day care 

horne, the group day care home, and the day care center. 

These three types of centers have certain common character-

istics. All of them must adhere to state or Federal licens-

ing requirements. Federal licensing requirements pertain 

to health of the children, sleeping facilities, food prepara-

tion, and staff-child ratio. These child care centers dif-

fer mainly in the length of time that care is given to the 

children and the services provided for the children. Swenson 

(30) described the types of centers. The family day care 

horne provides care for children in a private home. Up to six 

children are cared for in this type of day care setting. The 

main advantage of this type of child care center is that chil-

dren are helped to feel more like a family because of the 

closeness of the group. However, one draw-back can be that 
~ 

children in this type of home receive mostly custodial care 

with little emphasis on the development of the total child. 

The second type of center is the group day care horne. This 

type of center is family-like but usually caters to young 
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school-age children. These children are cared for before 

or after school as needs occur. The third and most frequent 

type of child care center 1s the day care center. In cen-

ters of this nature, care 1s usually offered for twelve or 

more children. The day care center may be formed in a vari-

ety of places: private homes, schools, churches, social 

centers, or public housing units. Grouping of children is 

usually by age or ability level. 

Panetta (23) stated that the maJor concern of any 

type center should be that a quality child care is offered. 

A study was conducted by Panetta (23) in 1975 to identify 

the components of a quality child care center. A random 

selection of parents, teachers, and directors of large and 

small child care centers in Denver, Colorado, participated 

in the study. The most important finding of this study was 

that both parents and teachers perceived the amount of in-

terest and care displayed by the staff as the most important 

characteristics of a quality child care center. Directors 

selected the qualifications of the staff as the most impor-

tant aspect of a quality child care center. 

Responsibilities and Personal 
Characteristics of the Child 
Care Aide 

The term child care aide as used in this context 

denotes a high school student employed to care for children 

in a child care center or facility. Perhaps the utmost re-

sponsibility of the child care aide is that of helping the 
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children grow to their maximum in all areas of development: 

physical, mental, intellectual, and social. However, this 

general goal is somewhat limiting to the child care aide who 

must deal with children on a day to day basis. 

In Child Care Aide (17), a curriculum handbook devel

oped by the Home Economics Instructional Materials Center at 

Texas Tech University for students employed as child care 

aides, numerous responsibilities of the child care aide are 

identified. Among these responsibilities are: (1) helping 

children learn the routines of the center, (2) assisting in 

disciplining the children, (3) supervising rest time, meal

time, and toileting, (4) assisting in assuming responsibili

ties for play and learning experiences, (5) assisting in 

overall evaluation of each child, (6) helping care for in

fants by feeding, changing, and bathing, and putting them to 

sleep, (7) helping plan daily lessons for the center, and 

(8} substituting for the teacher whenever necessary. 

Other broad responsibilities of child care aides 

were outlined by Caldwell (7), Fogarino and Schramm (14). 

These included giving each child an opportunity to succeed, 

helping each child to have confidence in his/her abilities 

to learn, keeping each child physically safe, and helping 

each child learn cooperation and self-control. 

According to Berry (5) and Fane (13), in addition to 

being able to assume the above responsibilities, child care 

aides must also exhibit certain important personality 
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characteristics if they are to be successful workers. Con

sidered essential by these authors are the following traits: 

alertness, honesty, flexibility, cooperativeness, depend

ability, sensitivity, thoughtfulness, tolerance, .and sta

bility. Other characteristics necessary for success as a 

child care aide include cheerfulness, patience, enthusiasm, 

and a sense of humor. In California, personnel in the State 

Department of Education (8) developed responsibilities which 

were considered important for persons in training or work

experience programs. Responsibilities outlined included 

assisting in the activities and routines of the center as 

support team members, exploring innovative programs with 

continuous feedback and evaluation in relation to the goals 

of early childhood education, and assisting in administering 

and organizing a fully functional program including keeping 

necessary schedules, and preparing and ordering materials. 

Training for Child Care Careers 

According to Zimmerman and Amos (47), because of the 

increasing need for child care, career opportunities are 

rapidly expanding. More and more qualified personnel are 

needed to fill the growing deficiency of well-trained child 

care workers. Berry stated that, "The development of ade

quate day care services is dependent on the availability of 

well-trained child care workers" (5:3). 

Methods incorporated for training child care person

nel or paraprofessionals include on-the-job training, the 
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"systems" approach, and preservice and inservice training. 

The Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) program 

provides training for the students employed as child care 

aides according to the responsibilities assumed at the child 

care center. Individualized classroom experience combined 

with actual work experience help students develop compe

tencies for caring for children (32). 

According to Klatt and LeBaron (19), the "systems" 

approach requires that teaching competencies be clearly 

defined. These authors agreed that this method provides 

feedback for helping trainees to improve their child care 

skills. Spodek (27) stated that one of the most common ways 

of using the "systems" approach for training paraprofes

sionals is through a personalized, individualized approach 

to teaching. Spodek (27) suggested that the goals of each 

individual unit studied by the trainees be measurable 1n 

terms of observable behaviors. 

The third method of training paraprofessionals for 

careers 1n child care is through preservice and inservice 

training. Lally, Honig, and Caldwell (20) agreed that several 

areas should be included in preservice training including 

information as safety and daily routines; dressing, diaper

ing, and feeding; and perceptual, language, and cognitive 

development. Other information perceived as important by 

Lally (20} included using space, time, and energy to create 

an environment that best suits the needs of the children and 



planning daily activities which promote children's growth. 

Honig and Lally (18) and the California State Department 
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of Education (B) outlined several ways of presenting train

ing information to the paraprofessionals such as video tapes, 

films individual lessons, assigning specific tasks to be 

accomplished, role playing, and discussion. 

According to Lally, Honig and Caldwell (20), in

service training is considered a spin-off of preservice 

training. Inservice training is important in controlling 

the quality of child care and updating previously gained 

child care skills. However, it does contain approximately 

the same concept areas as does preservice training. Though 

these methods of training paraprofessionals are diverse, 

many authors (8, 18, 20) recommended practical experience 

in working with children to help strengthen knowledge and 

skills. 

A career for child care workers is promising. Ac

cording to Fane (13), the students employed as child care 

aides can often become assistant directors of the child care 

center at which they have been employed. With further edu

cation, a greater number of potential positions arise such 

as that of a teacher, community coordinator for day care 

centers, social worker, or child development specialist. 

Fogarino and Reynolds (14) stated that degrees in areas re

lated to horne economics or child development are usually 

recommended but are not necessarily required for many of 
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these higher positions such as social worker or day care 

supervisor. According to the u.s. Department of Health, 

Education, and Welfare (39), career opportunities must be 

made a conscious goal in the training of child care workers. 

Students should be aware of the future in the field of child 

care. The program should provide practical work experience 

with young children to help the students strengthen their 

knowledges and skills. 

Evaluation of Instructional Materials 

Educational evaluation as defined by Ahmann and Glock 

"is the systematic process of determining the effectiveness 

of educational endeavors in light of evidence .. (1:4). These 

researchers highlight two main types of evaluation, forma-

tive and summative. Formative evaluation evaluates the prob-

lem step by step while summative evaluation evaluates the 

final phase. 

According to Moss (21), the overall instructional 

materials center network uses these two main types of evalu-

ation for evaluating the usefulness and effectiveness of the 

instructional methods and materials. Moss related four tasks 

for accomplishing the evaluation of instructional materials. 

(1) Establish criteria for evaluating materials and 
disseminate the evaluative information in order that 
evaluation may be an active part of the teacher•s 
decision making in regard to instructional media. 
(2) Determine the validity and reliability of infor
mation obtained from the different levels of evalu
ation sources. 



(3) Further develop forms for rating materials 
and procedures for collecting, analyzing, and 
disseminating the data obtained. 
(4) Determine ways to establish priorities for 
evaluating specific materials, considering the 
reliability and validity of the different levels 
of sources of information and the various pos
sible research designs. (21:305) 
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Sugarman (28) suggested another method of evaluation, 

that of the systems approach. Sugarman stated that 11 educa

tional accountability can best be endued through the use of 

a systems approach to planning, development, operation, and 

evaluation of instructional programs" (28:62). The systems 

approach allows for evaluation throughout the entire process 

of development. Thus, closer more intense appraisal is 

given to each step of the problem. 

Tennyson (34) agreed with Sugarman that evaluation 

needs to take place during each step of the problem. How-

ever, Tennyson (34) used four different phases of evaluation 

than those used by Sugarman (28). The first phase proposed 

by Tennyson involves the determining feasibility or appro-

priateness of the procedures used to analyze the instruc-

tional need and development of the instructional materials. 

The second phase evaluates the design and development of the 

instructional materials for purposes of revisions and im-

provements. Phase three measures how adequately the learner 

is able to perform the behaviors being taught. In the last 

phase, the instructional materials are evaluated for pur

poses of adaption, modification, implementation, or con

tinued use. Westbury (44) reiterated that curriculum 



evaluation should take place simultaneously throughout the 

entire curriculum development and after its completion. 
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Several evaluation studies have taken place at Texas 

Tech University to help evaluate instructional materials 

being revised at the Home Economics Instructional Materials 

Center (HEIMC) . In 1976 a study was conducted by Wragg (45) 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the consumer education cur

riculum guide published in 1971 by the HEIMC in Lubbock, 

Texas. Questionnaires and rating scales were sent to teach

ers throughout Texas to help in the evaluation of the cur

riculum materials as a revision was planned for the near fu

ture. Wragg found that the majority of the teachers per

ceived the 1971 curriculum guide as adaptable and quite use

ful. The seventy-seven teachers making up the sample made 

suggestions for the revised edition of the consumer education 

curriculum guide. Suggestions made to Wragg were to make 

materials more meaningful to today's students and to add more 

self-evaluation type activities. Wragg analyzed useful demo

graphic data pertaining to school size and class size with 

regard to teacher's evaluations of the materials. There was 

no significant differences between the mean curriculum guide 

ratings of teachers classified in various catagories accord

ing to school size. On one item which measured the perti

nence of key points to current consumer problems, teachers' 

ratings tended to be higher when class size was smallest. 

However, of the twenty-two analyses made, only this one 
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significant difference was revealed regarding evaluation of 

materials by class size. 

Cook (11) also conducted a study in 1975 to deter

rn1ne the perceived effectiveness of an instructional module 

on the care of upholstery developed for the Home Economics 

Coordinated Vocational-Academic Education (HE-CVAE) program 

at the Home Economics Instructional Materials Center. The 

sample was comprised of sixty-three students enrolled in the 

HE-CVAE program in Texas public schools. An objective test 

was used to evaluate students' attainments of objectives for 

the module on the care of upholstery. The instructional 

module was found to be effective for teaching the care of 

upholstery to HE-CVAE students. There were no significant 

relationships between scores on the objective test and stu

dent demographic data such as age, socio-economics level, 

grade level, or number of years 1n the HE-CVAE program. 

Therefore, the module was judged to be effective for teach

ing upholstery care to a variety of students. 

A study conducted by Peterson (24) in 1975 at the 

Home Economics Instructional Materials Center (HEIMC) helped 

determine the usefulness of an instructional module devel

oped on convenience foods for Horne Economics Coordinated 

vocational-Academic Education (HE-CVAE) students. Twenty

nine teachers and 482 students in Texas participated in the 

study. Objective tests were given to the randomly selected 

students in order to judge the effectiveness of the module 
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. 
1n terms of increasing cognitive behaviors. The instruc-

tional module was found to be effective for teaching con-

ven1ence foods to HE-CVAE students. In this study, teach-

ers were asked to rate the materials us1ng a questionnaire. 

No significant differences were found among the ratings of 

teachers from different population areas, with different 

number of years teaching experiences, and with different 

numbers of HE-CVAE workshop attendances. 

According to Airasian and Madaus (3}, student par-

ticipation in evaluation of instructional materials cannot 

be overlooked. These authors stated, "Student evaluation of 

some kind is a persuasive and crucial feature of all instruc-

tion" (3:221). Until recently, student evaluation of in-

struction or subject matter has mainly pertained to evalu-

ation of teacher performance. However, according to Airasian 

and Madaus (3), the large development of curriculum materials 

has caused a shift toward evaluating the content of the 

materials themselves. 

In a study conducted by Hartley and Hogan (15) 1n 

1971 at the University of Wisconsin, Green Bay, students 

were asked to evaluate course content. However, the students 

evaluated the course in terms of self-development as a result 

of the course as well as the course content. Two question-

naires were used to obtain data from the 450 student sample. 

The first questionnaire contained thirty items for judging 

the content of the course and the teaching style of the 
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instructor. The second questionnaire contained twenty-six 

items asking the students to rate their own development as 

it was affected by the course. The study revealed that the 

two instruments were directed toward evaluating two differ

ent concepts, but that both were needed in order to achieve 

a complete picture of course or program evaluation. Hartley 

and Hogan (15) suggested that a student's subjective judg

ment of an instructor's behavior should not overweigh a stu

dent's judgment of his/her own self-development as affected 

by a course. 

Barselow, Killinger, and Thompson (4) were also 1n 

agreement that student participation in the evaluation pro

cess should be an on-going occurrence. A study done by these 

authors (4) during the 1971-1972 school year at San Mateo 

High School in California reinforced this view. The 1889 

high school students at San Mateo High School were asked by 

the student government committee to judge the educational 

program in which they were directly involved by completing 

a questionnaire. Data were collected and distributed to de

partment chairmen and administrators. Statistics were not 

given in the study. It was concluded, however, that educa

tors seeking to design evaluation procedures for instruc

tional programs should consider the importance of student 

imput and determine how much weight the student imput will 

have upon the study. 
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Summary 

A review of the literature was undertaken to provide 

a basis for developing a unit of instructional materials to 

be used by Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) stu

dents employed as child care aides. Research has indicated 

the increasing need for qualified child care personnel due 

to the rising number of mothers joining the working force. 

Persons who choose to enter the child care profession have 

an excellent market open for advancement. 

The child care aide must possess certain characteris

tics in order to be a successful worker. Some of these char

acteristics include the ability to take responsibility, de

pendability, patience, cheerfulness, and a sense of humor. 

Child care aides can be employed at a variety of licensed 

centers. Some of their responsibilities include assisting 

in assuming responsibility for planning learning exper1ences, 

helping children learn the routines of the center, and sub

stituting for the teacher whenever necessary. One opportunity 

for students to train for a child care career is through the 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) program. This 

HECE program provides students with the opportunity to gain 

practical and classroom skills for working with children. 

Educators agreed that evaluation is a necessary part 

of development and revision of instructional materials. Stu

dent participation in the evaluation of course content is a 

crucial part of the entire evaluation process. Educators 
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also concurred that the instructional materials network must 

take the responsibility of keeping its instructional mate

rials relevant and up-to-date. 



CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to develop, test, and 

evaluate instructional materials for teaching program plan

ning to students enrolled 1n the Home Economics Cooperative 

Education (HECE) programs 1n Texas public schools. The fol-

lowing sections discuss the procedures of the study. 

Design and Development of Instructional 
Materials 

Based on an investigation of resources concern1ng 

child care and interviews with several employers of child 

care aides, the researcher developed an instructional unit 

on program planning to be used by those Home Economics Co-

operative Education (HECE) students employed as child care 

aides. The format followed at the Home Economics Instruc-

tional Materials Center (HEIMC) on the Texas Tech Univer-

sity Campus in Lubbock, Texas, was used for developing the 

instructional unit. Instructional materials for the HECE 

program are individualized in order that each student can 

work at his/her own pace. One of the reasons for this 1s 

that there are sixteen different occupational areas in the 

HECE program. It is quite likely that the students 1n the 

class will be employed in var1ous occupations instead of 

all being employed in one occupational area. 

33 
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Component parts of the unit included: (1) behavioral 

objectives, (2) tasks, (3) references, (4) subject matter, 

(5) questions, (6) assignments, and (7) group work. Elements 

two through seven were designed to help the child care aide 

achieve the behavioral objectives in each lesson and carry 

out the designated tasks. The unit was divided into four 

sub-topics. Lessons in the program planning unit were: 

daily schedule, routine activities, teaching techniques, and 

approaches to teaching. A cognitive test to be used as a 

pre and post assessment was designed to accompany the unit. 

The unit was developed so as to require a rnax1rnurn of eight 

days for students to complete. A sample of the instructional 

unit on program planning has been included in Appendix A. 

Prior to testing and evaluation, the unit was sub

mitted to a panel of three professors in the Department of 

Home Economics Education at Texas Tech University, two staff 

members in the Horne Economics Instructional Materials Center, 

and one faculty member from the Department of Child Develop

ment and Family Relations at Texas Tech University. The 

panel members were asked to make suggestions for improving 

the content and wording of the unit. All suggestions were 

incorporated in refining the unit. 

Selection and Description of the Sample 

A systematic sample of teachers was selected from 

high school Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) pro

grams identified from the 1975-1976 Director of Vocational 
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Homemaking Teachers (33) issued by the Texas Education 

Agency. One hundred and eighteen selected HECE teachers 

were sent letters asking for their assistance in evaluating 

the instructional materials unit on program planning. A 

prepaid postcard was included for their reply. A sample of 

the initial letter of request has been included in Appendix 

B. 

Of the seventy-three returned postcards, forty-nine 

expressed a willingness to participate in the evaluation of 

the instructional materials. Twenty-four teachers indicated 

that they were unable to participate in the evaluation of 

the unit on program planning due to lack of child care aides 

currently enrolled in Horne Economics Cooperative Education 

(HECE) and inflexible time schedules. Materials for the 

study were sent to the forty-nine teachers agreeing to par

ticipate in the study. Those teachers returning the com

pleted materials by December l, 1976, were the final sub

jects in the study. The sample was comprised of thirty-one 

teachers and their students. The total number of students 

participating in the study was 142. 

Development of Evaluation Instruments 

Two evaluation instruments were used to determine 

the effectiveness of the instructional unit on program 

planning designed for the Horne Economics Cooperative Educa

tion (HECE) program. The first was,a cognitive achievement 

test developed to determine the students' progress toward 



the behavioral objectives of the unit. The second was a 

reaction sheet to determine how the students and teachers 

felt about specific aspects of the instructional unit. 

Objective Test 
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An objective test was designed to determine the ef

fectiveness of the instructional unit on program planning 

~n terms of increasing cognitive achievement. It consisted 

of twenty-five multiple choice items and was developed to 

assess the achievement of the behavioral objectives. A 

sample of the evaluation instrument for the instructional 

unit on program planning has been included in Appendix c. 

According to Arny (2), the validity of a test is 

closely related to the behavioral objectives or instruc

tional goals, and a valid test measures the degree to which 

these objectives or goals have been achieved. Keeping this 

relationship in mind, a grid was developed stating the be

havioral objectives, the level of learning of each in the 

cognitive domain, and the approximate percentage of time 

spent on each objective in the unit. Test items were then 

developed to measure the objectives at the stated levels 

and to give the same approximate emphasis to concepts as 

was given in the instructional materials. This procedure 

insured content validity. A sample of the grid 1s located 

in Appendix D. The instrument was also given to a panel of 

three professors in the Department of Home Economics Educa

tion at Texas Tech University and two staff members of the 
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Home Economics Instructional Materials Center for careful 

evaluation to determine face validity and to determine if 

the test items measured the cognitive domain levels the re

searcher intended them to measure. This panel also helped 

with the wording of the questions. 

Reliability of the objective test was established 

by utilizing an internal consistency procedure. The split

half correlation method was applied to students• scores on 

odd and even halves of the test. Posttest scores of the 

142 students participating 1n the study were used. The cor

relation obtained between odd and even scores was stepped 

up to full length value using the Spearman Brown 11 Prophecy 

Formula". A reliability coefficient of .565 was obtained. 

This was significant at the .01 level indicating that the 

instrument was sufficiently reliable for purposes of this 

study. 

Reaction Sheet 

The researcher revised a reaction sheet previously 

used at the Home Economics Instructional Materials Cente.r 

(HEIMC) on the Texas Tech University campus in Lubbock, Texas. 

Two different forms were developed by the researcher. One 

was for use by the Home Economics Cooperative Education 

(HECE) teachers and the other was for use by HECE students. 

The student and teacher reaction sheets were parallel in 

form and content. The reaction sheet was developed to evalu

ate fourteen specific aspects or components of the unit on 
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program planning. These aspects were grouped according to 

tasks, objectives, questions, assignments, group work, con-

tent, organization, usefulness, skills, knowledge, and ap-

preciation for the instructional materials. A copy of the 

student reaction sheet has been included in Appendix E, and 

a copy of the teacher reaction sheet has been included ln 

Appendix F. Each item on the reaction sheet had three 

choices to which each teacher and student could react. All 

choices were consistent in form from most useful to least 

useful. 

Reliabilities of the student and teacher reaction 

sheets were also established by the internal consistency 

method of split-half correlation on both teacher and student 

reaction sheets. Scores on odd and even halves of each of 

the reaction sheets were correlated. After stepping up the 

correlation to full length value by using the Spearman Brown 

"Prophecy Formula", a reliability coefficient of .822 was 

obtained. This was significant at the .01 level indicating 

that the instrument was sufficiently reliable for purposes 

of the study. 

Implementation of Materials and Collection 
of the Data 

An instructional packet including a cover letter 

addressed to the teacher, the instructional unit, grading 

key, cognitive tests (pretests and posttests), and reaction 

sheets for both teacher and students was sent to the teachers 



who agreed to participate in the study. The cover letter 

which was included with the instructional unit gave direc

tions for administering the unit to the students. In this 

letter, the teachers were asked to implement and evaluate 

the materials sometime during the months of October and 

November 1976. A sample of the cover letter included with 

the instructional materials indicating what procedures the 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) teachers were 

to follow has been included in Appendix G. 
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The study utilized the one group pretest-posttest 

design reported by Borg and Gall (6) . The objective test 

was first administered to the 142 students as a pretest by 

the teachers in each of the 31 classes during the months of 

October and November 1976. After the students completed 

the instructional unit on program planning, the posttest 

was administered. Approximately eight days elapsed between 

the pretest and posttest. 

Grading keys were sent to teachers so that they 

could record a grade for the posttest. However, the teach

ers were not required to give a grade to their students if 

they chose not to, nor were they instructed to grade the 

pretest or posttest before sending back the materials. 

Depending on the number of students in each class 

and the bulk of the materials to be returned, one to two 

postage paid envelopes were included with the materials for 

the convenience of the teachers in returning the pretests, 
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posttests, and reaction sheets. The students were allowed 

to keep the instructional unit for future use. The teach

ers were asked to return the materials by December 1, 1976. 

The pretests and posttests were scored by the re

searcher. An inflexible key was used to determine correct 

or incorrect answers recorded by the students. Raw scores 

were obtained by assigning a value of one point for each 

correct response. The total number of correct items was 

tabulated and recorded for computer processing. 

An evaluation instrument was also utilized 1n the 

study in the form of a reaction sheet to obtain data from 

the 31 Horne Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) teachers 

and 142 HECE students participating in the study. The 

reaction sheet was designed to elicit reactions of teachers 

and students about the HECE instructional unit on program 

planning developed by the researcher. 

Raw scores were obtained by assigning a value of 

two, one, or zero to each of the fourteen items. Two was 

the score rating the unit components the highest, while 

zero was the score rating the unit components the lowest. 

Also on the reaction sheet was a question asking the stu

dents and teachers to rate the overall quality and useful

ness of the material. For this item, raw scores were ob

tained by assigning a value of zero to three, with zero 

being poor and three being excellent. All the data on the 

reaction sheet were tabulated and recorded for computer 
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processing. Comparisons were made of the students' responses 

and the teachers' responses on the reaction sheet. Compari

sons were also made of students' reaction sheet scores ac

cording to the number of child care aides in a class and school 

s1ze. These same comparisons were made for the teachers. 

The number of child care aides in a class was deter

mined by the number of students from each school who responded 

to the pretest, posttest, and reaction sheets. School size 

was determined by the classification listed in a 1976 athletic 

directory obtained from a local high school. 

Treatment of the Data 

Data obtained from the 142 students and 31 Home Eco

nomlcs Cooperative Education (HECE) teachers were key punched 

on cards and processed on a computer located at the Texas 

Tech University Computer Center. The data processed in the 

study were treated as follows: 

1. A t-test was used to determine the significance 

of the difference between the mean pretest and the mean post

test scores on the cognitive test. The t-value was consid

ered significant at the .05 level and beyond. 

2. A series of sixteen t-tests were run to deter

mine if significant differences existed between students' 

and teachers' ratings of specific aspects of the instruc

tional unit on program planning. 
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3. A single classification analysis of variance 

test was run to determine if a significant difference ex

isted between teachers' evaluations of the instructional 

unit when the teachers were classified according to their 

school size. Single classification analysis of variance 

tests was also used to determine the significance of dif

ferences between students' evaluations of the instructional 

unit when they were classified according to school size and 

class size. Differences were considered significant at the 

.05 level or beyond. 

4. The Pearson product-moment coefficient of cor

relation was used to determine the significance of the re

lationships between the teacher's reaction to the instruc

tional unit and the number of Home Economics Cooperative 

Education (HECE) students in a teacher's class. The Pearson 

product-moment coefficient of correlation was also used to 

determine the significance of the relationship between the 

students' reaction to the instructional unit and the number 

of students in the HECE class. Relationships were con

sidered significant at the .05 level or beyond. 



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

The first data collected in the study consisted of 

cognitive test scores from each participating student. The 

data were analyzed to determine if there was any significant 

difference between the students' mean pretest score and the 

students' mean posttest score for the unit on program plan

nlng. Interpretation of cognitive test data was made with 

the following question in mind: 

Do the instructional materials on program planning 

significantly increase students' cognitive abili

ties as measured by the difference between mean 

pretest and mean posttest scores? 

Data collected from the students' and teachers' re

action sheets used in the study consisted of scores ranging 

from zero to two on each of the first fourteen items on the 

reaction sheet. Teachers and students judged the usefulness 

of the materials using these items. A total reaction sheet 

score was obtained for each individual by totaling the scores 

on the fourteen items. The possible total scores ranged 

from zero to twenty-eight. 

scores on individual reaction sheet items depicted 

teachers' and students' evaluations of specific aspects or 

components of the instructional unit on program planning. 

Items on the reaction sheets were concerned with the 
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following: relevance of tasks, relevance of objectives, 

understandability of written material, understandability 
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of reading assignments, clearness of assignment and ques

tions, necessity of questions, usability of materials with

out help, flow of materials from subject to subject, inter

est toward materials, excitability about instructional mate

rials, usefulness of instructional materials for job, use

fulness of materials for role as an employee, suitability 

of amount of group work, and suitability of number of as

signments. Item 15 on the reaction sheet was an overall 

rating of the instructional unit given by teachers and stu

dents. It was analyzed as a separate variable. Scores for 

this item ranged from zero to three. 

Data were analyzed to determine if there were any 

significant differences between teachers' evaluations of 

the instructional materials unit and the students' evalu

ations of the instructional materials unit in reference to 

the fourteen reaction sheet items and the one overall evalu

ation item. Data were also treated to determine if there 

were any significant differences in the teachers' and stu

dents' evaluation of the instructional materials depending 

on class and school sizes. In addition, data were analyzed 

to determine if there were any significant relationships 

between the number of students in a teacher's Home Economics 

cooperative Education (HECE) class and the teacher's total 

reaction sheet score and between the number of students in 
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a HECE class and the students' total reaction sheet scores. 

Interpretation of data analyses were made with the follow-

1ng questions in mind: 

Were there any significant differences in teachers' 

scoring of specific items on the reaction sheet and 

students' scoring of specific items on the reaction 

sheet? 

Were variables pertaining to school s1ze or class 

s1ze significantly related to the students' and 

teachers' scoring of the instructional unit? 

Hypotheses Examined and Discussed 

Ten null hypotheses were tested in the study. The 

results are now presented for each of these hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1 

Data were analyzed for Hypothesis 1 which stated: 

There is no significant difference between the 
students' mean pretest score and the students' 
mean posttest score on the cognitive achievement 
test developed to accompany the instructional 
unit on program planning for the HECE students. 

In testing the first hypothesis, the mean pretest and the 

mean posttest scores were computed for students in the total 

sample. The mean pretest and the mean posttest scores of 

the total sample were compared by using a t-test to deter-

m1ne if there was a significant difference between the two 

mean scores on the cognitive test. Data related to Hypothe-

sis 1 are presented in Table 1. 



Test 

Pretest 

Post test 

TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF MEAN PRETEST AND POSTTEST 
SCORES FOR COGNITIVE TEST 

Means t-value Level of 
Significance 

59.80 
10.43 .0001 

70.02 

On the basis of the analysis presented in Table 1, 

Hypothesis 1 was rejected. Data indicated that use of the 

instructional unit significantly increased student cogni-

tive behaviors related to the topic of program planning. 

The Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) students• 
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posttest scores were significantly higher than their pretest 

scores. The t-value was significant at the .0001 level. 

Hypothesis 2 

Table 2 summarizes statistics related to Hypothesis 

2 which stated: 

There is no significant difference between the 
HECE teachers' mean total reaction sheet score 
and the HECE child care aides' mean total re
action sheet score for the instructional unit. 

Data used for testing this hypothesis consisted of total 

scores compiled from the first fourteen items on the reaction 

sheet. The difference between the mean total reaction sheet 

scores for teachers and students were determined by using 

the t-test. Data in Table 2 illustrate that there was a 

significant difference between the mean total reaction sheet 



score of the Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) 

teachers and the mean total reaction sheet score of the 
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HECE child care aides. The teachers rated the instructional 

unit significantly higher than the students. 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF MEAN TOTAL REACTION SHEET SCORES 
OF TEACHERS AND CHILD CARE AIDES 

Reaction Sheet 

Teacher Reaction 
Sheet 

Child Care Aide 
Reaction Sheet 

Means 

20.84 

18.91 

t-value 

-2.53 

Level of 
Significance 

.01 

On the basis of the data presented in Table 2, 

Hypothesis 2 was rejected. This analysis revealed that 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) teachers rated 

the instructional materials significantly higher than the 

child care aides. The t-value was significant at the .01 

level. 

Hypothesis 3 

Data were analyzed for Hypothesis 3 which stated: 

There is no significant difference between the HECE 
teachers• mean overall rating and the HECE child 
care aides mean overall rating of the instructional 
unit on program planning. 
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Data used for analyzing this hypothesis consisted of teach

ers' and students' reactions to Item 15 on the reaction 

sheet which was in assessment of their overall evaluation 

of the unit. Hypothesis 3 was analyzed to determine if a 

significant difference existed between the Home Economics 

Cooperative Education (HECE} teachers' mean overall rating 

and the HECE child care aides' mean overall rating of the 

instructional unit. The t-test was used to determine the 

comparison of the total overall scores of each group. The 

statistics related to Hypothesis 3 are summarized in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF MEAN TOTAL OVERALL RATINGS 
OF TEACHERS AND CHILD CARE AIDES 

Overall 

Teacher Overall 
Rating 

Child Care Aide 
Overall Rating 

Means 

2.19 

1.89 

t-value 

-5.59 

Level of 
Significance 

.0001 

Hypothesis 3 was rejected on the basis of the analy

sis of data presented in Table 3. The t-value was signifi

cant at the .0001 level. The Home Economics Cooperative 

Education (HECE) teachers' mean overall rating of the mate

rials was significantly higher than HECE child care aides' 

mean overall rating. 



Hypothesis 4 

Different aspects of the reaction sheet were ana-

lyzed in terms of Hypothesis 4 which stated: 

There are no significant differences between the 
H~C~ teachers' mean evaluation scores for spe
c~f~c aspects of the instructional unit and the 
HECE child care aides' mean evaluation scores 
for specific aspects of the instructional unit. 

A series of fourteen t-tests were run to determine if any 

significant differences existed between the Home Economics 

Cooperative Education (HECE) teachers' mean score for each 

reaction sheet item and the HECE child care aides' mean 

score for each reaction sheet item. Each item dealt with 

a different aspect of the instructional unit. Item 1 was 

concerned with the perceived relevance of the tasks, and 

Item 2 with the relevance of the objectives. Item 3 dealt 

with understandability of the written material, and Item 4 

dealt with understandability of reading assignments. Item 

5 involved an assessment of the clearness of assignments 

and questions, and Item 6 was concerned with the necessity 
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of the questions. Item 7 related to usability of the mate-

rials without help, and Item 8 dealt with the flow of mate-

rials from subject to subject. Item 9 was concerned with 

the interest students showed toward the instructional mate-

rials, and Item 10 was concerned with the excitability of 

students about the instructional materials. Item 11 re-

ferred to the usefulness of the instructional materials for 

the child care aide's job, and Item 12 involved an 



assessment of the usefulness of the materials for the em-

ployee role. Item 13 dealt with the amount of group work 

provided, and Item 14 dealt with the amount of assignments 

made available to the students. Analyses of data concern

lng these fourteen items are illustrated in Table 4. 

Data in Table 4 indicates that on two items, Items 
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11 and 12, a significant difference was found between teach-

ers' and students' evaluations. For Item 11 which dealt with 

the usefulness of the instructional materials on the job, 

the t-value was significant at the .05 level. Item 12 which· 

was concerned with the usefulness of the instructional mate-

rials for knowing one's role as an employee had a t-value 

significant at the .0001 level. Both items were rated sig-

nificantly higher by the teachers than by the child care 

aides, according to the data presented ln Table 4. 

All other items analyzed in this table did not re-

veal significant differences between teachers' evaluations 

and child care aides' evaluations of these aspects of the 

instructional materials. On the basis of these analyses of 

data, Hypothesis 4 was partially rejected. 

Hypothesis 5 

Data were analyzed for Hypothesis 5 which stated: 

There is no significant difference between the 
mean reaction sheet scores of HECE teachers from 
the following school sizes: small, medium, large. 

An analysis of variance test was used to determine if there 

were significant differences between the mean reaction sheet 
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TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS' AND CHILD CARE AIDES' MEAN 
REACTION SHEET ITEM SCORES ON VARIOUS ASPECTS 

OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT 

Major Aspect Respondents 

Item 1 

Relevance of Child Care 
Tasks Aides 

Teachers 

Item 2 

Relevance of Child Care 
Objectives Aides 

Teachers 

Item 3 

Understandability Child Care 
of Written Aides 
Materials 

Teachers 

Item 4 

Understandability Child Care 
of Reading Aides 
Assignments 

Teachers 

Item 5 

Clearness of Child Care 
Assignments and Aides 
Groupwork 

Teachers 

Item 6 

Necessity of Child Care 
Questions Aides 

Teachers 

N 

142 

31 

142 

31 

142 

31 

142 

31 

142 

Jl 

142 

31 

Mean 
Score 

1. 38 

1.20 

1.51 

1.52 

1.43 

1.54 

1.49 

1.48 

1.40 

1.46 

1.54 

1.74 

t 
value 

1.70 

-0.08 

-1.07 

0.02 

-0.49 

-1.89 

Level of 
Signifi
cance 

* NS 

* NS 

* NS 

* NS 

* NS 

* NS 
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TABLE 4--Continued 

Major Aspect Respondents N Mean t Level of 
Score value Signifi-

cance 

Item 7 

Usability of Child Care 
Materials without Aides 142 1.33 * Help o. 38 NS 

Teachers 31 1.29 

Item 8 

Flow of Materials Child Care 
from Subject to Aides 142 1.50 

* Subject -1.43 NS 
Teachers 31 1.65 

Item 9 

Interest Students Child Care 
Showed Toward Aides 142 1. 39 

* Instructional -0.75 NS 
Materials Teachers 31 1.48 

Item 10 

Excitability of Child Care 
Students About Aides 142 0.96 

* Instructional -0.39 NS 
Materials Teachers 31 1.00 

Item 11 

Usefulness of Child Care 
Instructional Aides 142 1.15 
Materials for -2.)4 .05 
the Job Teachers 31 1.42 

Item 12 

Usefulness of Child Care 
Instructional Aides 142 1.26 .. 

Materials Toward -4.36 .0001 
Meeting Role as Teachers 31 1.71 
an Employee 



Major Aspect 

Item 13 

Amount of Group-
work Available 
(Enough) 

Item 14 

Amount of Assign-
ments Available 
(Enough) 

TABLE 4--Continued 

Respondents 

Child Care 
Aides 

Teachers 

Child Care 
Aides 

Teachers 

N 

142 

31 

142 

31 

Mean 
Score 

1.12 

1.35 

1.58 

1.71 

* Not significant at the .05 level or beyond. 

t 
value 

1.40 

-1.03 
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Level of 
Signifi
cance 

* NS 

* NS 
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scores of teachers from small, medium, and large school sizes. 

School sizes were based on the followong: small = A and AA 

classification, medium = AAA classification, and large = 

AAAA classification. The teachers' reaction sheet scores 

for this analysis were determined by totaling their scores 

for each of the fourteen items on the reaction sheet. Data 

related to Hypothesis 5 are presented in Table 5. 

School 
Size 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

TABLE 5 

COMPARISON OF MEAN TOTAL REACTION SHEET SCORES 
OF TEACHERS FROM VARIOUS SCHOOL SIZES 

N 

5 

8 

18 

Teachers' 
Mean Scores 

21.40 

20.13 

21.00 

F Ratio 

0.25 

Level of 
Significance 

NS* 

*Not significant at .05 level or beyond. 

Interpretation of the data presented in Table 5 

signified that there were no significant differences in 

reaction sheet scores of teachers from small, medium, and 

large school sizes. Therefore, the hypothesis was accepted. 

Hypothesis 6 

Data regarding differences in students' evaluations 

based on school size were analyzed for Hypothesis 6 which 

stated: 



There is no significant difference between the 
mean reaction sheet scores of HECE child care 
aides from the following school sizes: small, 
medium, and large. 
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An analysis of variance test was used to test the hypothe

sis. The mean total reaction sheet scores of the Home Eco-

nomics Cooperative Education (HECE) child care aides were 

compared to determine if there were any significant dif-

ferences between reaction sheet scores of students from 

different school sizes based on A and AA, AAA, and AAAA 

classifications. Data related to Hypothesis 6 are presented 

in Table 6. 

TABLE 6 

COMPARISON OF MEAN TOTAL REACTION SHEET SCORES OF 
CHILD CARE AIDES FROM VARIOUS SCHOOL SIZES 

School 
Size 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

N 

26 

36 

79 

Child Care 
Aides' 

Mean Scores 

19.04 

16.03 

20.18 

F Ratio 

8.18 

Level of 
Significance 

.001 

On the basis of data presented in Table 6, Hypothe-

sis 6 was rejected. The F value was significant at the .001 

level indicating that there was a significant difference 

between the reaction sheet scores of students from various 

school sizes. students from small and large school sizes 
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rated the instructional unit significantly higher than stu

dents from medium size schools. 

Hypothesis 7 

The statistics related to Hypothesis 7 are summa

rized in Table 7. Hypothesis 7 stated: 

There is no significant relationship between the 
number of child care aides in a teacher's HECE 
class and the teachers' total reaction sheet 
scores for the instructional unit. 

A Pearson product-moment correlation was used to analyze 

the relationship between teachers' total reaction sheet 

scores and class sizes. 

TABLE 7 

CORRELATION BETWEEN TEACHERS' REACTION SHEET SCORES 
AND NUMBER OF CHILD CARE AIDES IN CLASS 

Variables 
Correlated 

Number of Students 
in Class with 
Teacher's Total 
Reaction Sheet 
Score 

N 

31 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

-.072 

*Not significant at .05 level or beyond. 

Level of 
Significance 

NS* 

The correlation coefficient obtained was not sig-

nificant. The number of students in the class and teacher's 

total reaction sheet score were not significantly related. 

on the basis of data analysis, Hypothesis 7 was accepted. 



Hypothesis 8 

Data were analyzed for Hypothesis 8 which stated: 

There is no significant relationship between the 
number of child care aides in a HECE class and 
the students' total reaction sheet scores for the 
instructional unit. 

A Pearson product-moment correlation was used to determine 
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if a significant relationship existed between the number of 

students in a class and Horne Economics Cooperative Educa

tion (HECE) students' total reaction sheet score. Data are 

summarized in Table 8. 

TABLE 8 

CORRELATION BETWEEN STUDENTS' REACTION SHEET SCORES 
AND NUMBER OF CHILD CARE AIDES IN CLASS 

Variables 
Correlated 

Number of Students 
with Students' 
Total Reaction 
Sheet Score 

N 

141 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

-.359 

Level of 
Significance 

.0001 

There was a significant relationship found between 

class sizes and students' total reaction sheet scores. 

Hypothesis 8 was rejected since the correlation coefficient 

obtained was significant at the .0001 level. It appears 

from the negative correlation that as the number of child 

care aides decreased, the students' total reaction sheet 

scores increased. Therefore, students in smaller classes 

reacted more favorably to the instructional materials. 



Hypothesis 9 

Data were analyzed in terms of Hypothesis 9 which 

stated: 

There is no significant difference between the 
mean reaction sheet scores of students in the 
following class sizes: 1-3 child care aides, 
4-6 child care aides, and 7-10 child care aides. 

To determine if there were significant differences between 
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the mean reaction sheet scores of students in various class 

sizes, an analysis of variance test was used. The data are 

summarized in Table 9. 

TABLE 9 

COMPARISON OF STUDENTS' MEAN TOTAL REACTION 
SHEET SCORES BY CLASS SIZES 

Class Size N Mean Score F Ratio Level of 
Significance 

1-3 Child Care 
Aides 28 21.61 

4-6 Child Care 
Aides 59 19.18 7.82 .001 

7-10 Child Care 
Aides 44 16.78 

A significant difference was found between the 

reaction sheet scores of students in various class sizes. 

The F value was significant at the .001 level. On the basis 

of the F value, Hypothesis 9 was rejected. It appears from 

the data that the smaller the number of child care aides in 
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a class, the higher the students' mean reaction sheet scores. 

This supports the relationship found in Hypothesis 8. 

Hypothesis 10 

Data were analyzed for Hypothesis 10 which stated: 

There is no significant difference between the mean 
reaction sheet scores of teachers having the follow
ing class sizes: 1-3 child care aides, 4-6 child 
care aides, and 7-10 child care aides. 

An analysis of variance was used to determine if a signifi-

cant difference existed between the mean reaction sheet 

scores of teachers with various class sizes. The results 

of this statistical analysis are summarized in Table 10. 

TABLE 10 

COMPARISON OF TEACHERS' MEAN TOTAL REACTION 
SHEET SCORES BY CLASS SIZE 

Class Size N Mean Score F Ratio Level of 
Significance 

1-3 Child Care 
Aides 11 21.45 

4-6 Child Care 
Aides 15 21.00 1.00 NS* 

7-10 Child Care 
Aides 5 19.00 

*Not significant at the .05 level or beyond. 

No significant differences were found between the 

mean total reaction sheet scores of teachers having varying 
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numbers of Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) child 

care aides in their classes. On the basis of the data pre

sented in Table 10, Hypothesis 10 was accepted. 

Summary 

In summary, the following were the significant find

ings based on the analyses of the hypotheses in this study: 

1. A significant difference was found between the 

students' mean pretest score and the students' mean post

test score on the cognitive test. The mean posttest score 

was significantly higher than the mean pretest score. 

2. A significant difference was found between the 

teachers• mean total reaction sheet score and the child care 

aides' mean total reaction sheet score for the instructional 

unit. The teachers' mean total reaction sheet score was 

significantly higher than the students' mean total reaction 

sheet score. 

3. A significant difference was found between the 

teachers' mean overall rating and the child care aides' 

mean overall rating of the instructional unit on program 

planning. The teachers• mean overall rating was signifi

cantly higher than the child care aides' mean overall rating. 

4. Significant differences were found between the 

teachers• and students' evaluations of two specific items 

on the reaction sheet. The teachers' mean score was sig

nificantly higher than the students' mean score for two 



items: usefulness of the instructional materials for the 

student on the job and usefulness of the instructional 

materials toward meeting the employee's role. 

5. No significant differences were found between 

mean total reaction sheet scores of teachers from small, 

medium, and large schools. 
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6. Significant differences were found between the 

mean . r~action sheet scores of Home Economics Cooperative 

Education (HECE) child care aides from the following school 

sizes: small, medium, or large. Child care aides from 

small and large size schools rated the materials signifi

cantly higher than child care aides from medium sized 

schools. 

7. A significant relationship was not found between 

teachers' total reaction sheet scores and the number of 

child care aides in a teacher's class. 

8. A significant relationship was found between 

the number of child care aides in the HECE class and stu

dents' total reaction sheet scores. It appears that the 

smaller the number of child care aides in the class, the 

higqer the HECE students' reaction sheet scores. 

9. Significant differences were found between the 

mean reaction sheet scores of students from the following 

class sizes: 1-3 child care aides, 4-6 child care aides, and 

7-10 child care aides. The smaller the class, the higher 

were the child care aides' rating of the instructional unit. 
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10. No significant differences were found between 

the mean total reaction sheet scores of teachers having the 

following class sizes: 1-3 child care aides, 4-6 child 

care aides, and 7-10 child care aides. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The purposes of this chapter are to summarize the 

study and to draw conclusions which seem justified on the 

basis of the analysis of the data collected in the study. 

In addition, based on the findings of the study, recommenda

tions are made for further research in the development and 

evaluation of curriculum materials for the Home Economics 

Cooperative Education (HECE) Program. 

Summary of the Study 

Two primary goa.ls provided direction for the study. 

The first was to develop an instructional unit of materials 

for teaching Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) 

child care aides in the area of program planning. The second 

was to determine the effectiveness and perceived usefulness 

of the instructional unit on program planning. Additional 

problems of the study included: (1) identifying responsi

bilities of HECE child care aides in the area of program 

planning, (2) developing instructional materials in child 

care based on child care aides' responsibilities in the area 

of program planning, (3) developing an instrument to be used 

as a pretest and posttest for the purpose of appraising stu

dents' cognitive achievements of the behavioral objectives 

presented in the program planning unit, (4) developing 
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evaluation instruments in the form of parallel student and 

teacher reaction sheets for the purpose of measuring the 

usefulness of the instructional materials as judged by HECE 

child care aides and their teachers, (5) determining the 

relationship between certain variables of the study includ

ing school size and class size and total reaction sheet 

scores and (6) determining the relationship between teachers' 

and students' reactions to the instructional unit. 

A total of 31 Home Economics Cooperative Education 

(HECE) teachers and 142 HECE child care aides in the state 

of Texas comprised the sample for the study. Students par

ticipated in tbe study by completing two evaluation instru

ments. The first was a cognitive test used as a pretest and 

posttest, and the second was a reaction sheet for judging 

the perceived effectiveness of the instructional materials. 

The instructional unit was implemented by the teachers be

tween the pretest and posttest and before the reaction sheet 

was administered. The teachers completed a reaction sheet 

which was parallel in form and content to the student re

action sheet. All materials of the study were used during 

the months of October and November and returned to the re

searcher by December 1, 1976. 

Data collected from the cognitive test were analyzed 

to determine if a significant difference existed between the 

students' mean pretest score and the students' mean post

test score. A t-test was used to analyze this data. The 
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t-test was also used to determine if any significant dif

ferences existed between teachers' mean total reaction sheet 

score for the instructional unit and students' mean total 

reaction sheet score for the instructional unit. In addi

tion, the teachers' mean overall rating of the instructional 

unit was compared with the students' mean overall rating of 

the instructional unit using the t-test. A series of t-tests 

were run to determine if significant differences existed be

tween students' evaluation of specific items on the reaction 

sheet. All items pertained to the instructional unit uti

lized by the HECE students. 

Analysis of variance tests were used to determine if 

any significant differences existed between the mean total 

reaction sheet scores of teachers from various school sizes 

and class sizes. Analysis of variance tests were also used 

to determine if any significant differences existed between 

the mean total reaction scores of students from various 

school sizes and class sizes. 

Other data collected from the reaction sheet were 

analyzed using the Pearson product-moment correlation. Cor

relations were used to determine if any significant relation

ship existed between the number of child care aides in the 

Home Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) class and teach

ers• total reaction sheet scores for the instructional unit. 

This same comparison was made for the students. The null 

hypotheses were rejected if the statistics obtained were 
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found to be significant at the .05 level or beyond. 

Findings of the Study 

Findings resulting from analysis of data in the study 

were as follows: 

1. There was a difference significant at the .0001 

level between the students' mean pretest score and the stu

dents' mean posttest score on the cognitive test. The mean 

posttest score was signif.icantly higher than the mean pre

test score. 

2. There was a difference significant at the .01 

level between the HECE teachers' mean total reaction sheet 

score and the HECE child care aides' mean total reaction 

sheet score for the instructional unit. The teachers' mean 

total reaction sheet score was significantly higher than the 

child care aides' mean total reaction sheet score for the 

instructional unit. 

3. There was a difference significant at the .0001 

level between the HECE teachers' mean overall rating and the 

HECE child care aides• mean overall rating for the instruc

tional unit. The teachers' mean overall rating of the in

structional unit was significantly higher than the child 

care aides' mean overall rating of the instructional unit. 

4. There were significant differences between the 

teachers• mean evaluations and the students' mean evalu

ations for two items on the reaction sheet. A difference 
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significant at the .05 level was found between students' 

mean evaluation of the usefulness of the instructional mate

rials for working on the job and the teachers' mean evalu

ation of the usefulness of the instructional materials for 

working on the job. A difference significant at the .0001 

level was found between the teachers' mean evaluation of ·the 

instructional materials for meeting the role as an employee 

and students' mean evaluation of the instructional materials 

for meeting the role as an employee. Teachers rated both 

items significantly higher than the child care aides. There 

were no significant difference between teachers' mean evalu

ations and students' mean evaluations on the remaining twelve 

items concerning the instructional unit. 

5. There were no significant differences between 

the mean total reaction sheet scores of HECE teachers when 

they were classified according to various school sizes or 

class sizes: small, medium and large. 

6. There were differences significant at the .001 

level between the mean reaction sheet scores of HECE child 

care aides when they were classified according to school 

S1Ze. Child care aides from large and small school sizes 

rated the materials higher than child care aides from medium 

size schools. 

7. There was no significant relationship between 

the number of students in a teacher's HECE class and the 

teachers' total reaction sheet scores for the instructional 

unit. 
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8. There were differences significant at the .001 

level between the mean reaction sheet scores of HECE child 

care aides when they were classified according to class size. 

Students from small class sizes of 1-3 child care aides rated 

the materials higher than students from class sizes of 4-6 

child care aides and 7-10 child care aides. Students from 

medium classes of 4-6 child care aides rated the materials 

higher than students from larger class sizes of 7-10 child 

care aides. 

9. There was a significant relationship between the 

number of students in a teacher's HECE class and the stu

dents' total reaction sheet scores for the instructional 

unit. These findings seem to indicate that students in 

smaller class sizes rated the instructional unit higher than 

students in larger class sizes. 

10. There were no significant differences found 

between the mean total reaction sheet scores of teachers 

having varying numbers of child care aides in their classes. 

Conclusions 

Data accumulated were limited to the 31 teachers 

and 142 child care aides from Texas who constituted the 

sample. Data were collected during October and November 

1976. The data acquired fro~ the study were confined to 

the program planning responsibilities of child care. Based 

on the findings of the study, the following conclusions 

were drawn. 
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As there was a significant difference between the 

mean pretest and mean posttest scores on the cognitive test, 

it was concluded that the instructional materials developed 

are effective tools for teaching program planning to Home 

Economics Cooperative Education (HECE) child care aides. 

The self-paced instructional materials included tasks, be

havioral objectives, references, subject matter, evaluation 

questions,assignments and group work. Apparently, students 

are able to self-pace their instruction in order to increase 

their knowledge in the area of program planning. 

There was a significant difference between teachers' 

and students' mean total reaction sheet scores for the in

structional unit. The teachers evaluated the materials sig

nificantly higher than did the child care aides. It appears 

that teachers and students perceived the usefulness and ef

fectiveness of the instructional unit quite differently. 

This may suggest that student evaluation is that much more 

important in making the content more meaningful and appli

cable to the students. Also, teachers may perce1ve the 

responsibility of program planning as more relevant to the 

job than do the child care aides. This may be due to the 

fact that the instructional unit was administered during the 

early part of the year when the child care aides may not 

have been ready for the responsibility of program planning 

in their jobs. 
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In comparing mean overall rating scores of teachers 

and students, there was a significant difference between the 

groups. Teachers again evaluated the materials significantly 

higher than did the child care aides. It appears that 

teachers and students again perceived the overall usefulness 

of the instructional materials differently. This may indi

cate that teachers of the students need to adapt the mate

rials to fulfill the needs of their students. This finding 

supports the second conclusion. 

There were significant differences between the teach

ers' and students' evaluations of two aspects of the instruc

tional unit. Judging from the mean scores on Item 11 which 

dealt with the usefulness of the instructional materials for 

working on the job, it can be concluded that teachers' indi

cated that the instructional materials helped the students 

on the job much more than the students themselves indicated 

that the instructional materials helped them on the job. 

This same reaction was also true on Item 12 which concerned 

the usefulness of the instructional materials for knowing 

the role as an employee. It seems that teachers perceived 

the instructional materials as being more useful for the 

students on the job and for the students• understanding of 

their roles as employees than did the students. The teach

ers may have rated these two items higher than the students 

because they could see the instructional materials as help

ing the students more in the future as child care aides. 
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Students may not have been able to see the relationship of 

using the program planning unit to their jobs at this point. 

There were no significant differences between teachers' and 

students' evaluations of the remaining eleven items on the 

reaction sheet concerning the instructional unit. However, 

mean scores on eight of these remaining eleven items were 

higher for teachers than for the child care aides. Students 

tended to rate the materials slightly higher on three of the 

items. These were the items related to relevance of the 

tasks, understandability of reading assignments and usability 

of the materials without help. This again may indicate that 

students perceive themselves as learning well using self

paced instructional materials. 

There were no significant differences between teach

ers' evaluations of the instructional materials depending on 

school size or the number of child care aides in the class. 

The school or class size did not appear to be related to 

their perceived usefulness of the instructional unit. Ac

cording to the data collected from the HECE teachers, the 

instructional materials could be used effectively in a wide 

variety of schools or class sizes without affecting teach

ers' reactions to the materials. 

students' evaluations of the instructional materials 

were dependent on the school size and the number of HECE 

child care aides in the class. The findings seem to indi

cate that as the class size decreased in number, the 
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evaluation scores for the instructional unit increased. 

According to the students• evaluation scores, the instruc

tional materials are perceived more useful in teaching pro

gram planning to small classes. This may indicate to teach

ers that small class sizes are considered more useful for 

presenting self-paced instructional materials. This may 

also suggest that students from smaller class sizes have 

more responsibilities for program planning than students 

from larger classes. 

The HECE teachers may find that grouping the stu

dents into small groups may help teach materials more ef

fectively. Also, the HECE teachers may need to adapt the 

learning experiences to fit the needs of the students. No 

definite conclusions can be drawn from the findings related 

to school size and student reaction sheet scores. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The study determining the effectiveness of instruc

tional materials developed in the area of program planning 

for use by HECE students has revealed the need for further 

research in this area. Recommendations for further research 

include: 

1. Using the same program planning unit during 

another time of the year so that students will have ~ad time 

to work in the child care centers longer before studying the 

unit. As time passes during year, the child care aides are 

usually given more responsibility in planning the program. 
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2. Using the same program planning unit with a dif

ferent experimental design which includes a control group 

receiving no instruction. This would further support the 

notion that students did do significantly better on the 

posttest due to studying the instructional unit. 

3. Conducting studies of similar nature for corn

paring student and teacher evaluation of curriculum mate

rials in all areas of education. Such studies may help 

determine how teachers and students perceive curriculum 

materials differently or similarly. 

4. Conducting a study of similar nature to compare 

first year HECE students• evaluations of curriculum materials 

and second year HECE students• evaluations of the curriculum 

materials. This may help to determine if child care aides 

perceive themselves as assuming more responsibility in the 

area of program planning during the second year of the HECE 

program and if this affects evaluations. 

5. Developing and evaluating instructional mate

rials in other areas of child care for the Home Economics 

Cooperative Education. Areas could include observation 

techniques and staff relations. 

6. Evaluating instructional materials developed by 

the Home Economics Instructional Materials Center for other 

cooperative education areas such as clothing or consumer 

education. This would help determine how well the curricu

lum materials fulfill the needs of the students and teachers. 
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7. Using the same instructional unit to teach other 

persons outside the cooperative education program the area 

of program planning for child care. These persons may in

clude child development associates or child care employees. 

8. Using a tape recorded or a letter to the stu

dents to deliver the directions for the instructional unit. 

The researcher could then give consistent directions to all 

groups using the materials. This may help students to feel 

like they are more a part of the evaluation process. Also, 

this may help to assure that the sample using the instruc

tional materials are more consistent in how they use them. 

9. Providing a letter to the teachers from a person 

of higher authority to endorse the study. A letter such as 

this may promote a higher percentage of participants. 

10. Conducting a similar study to determine which 

learning experiences were used and which were not. This 

would help indicate Whether or not specific group work and 

assignments were useful to the students. 
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PROGRAM PLANNING 
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Daily Schedule 

Help plan, follow, and evaluate daily schedule 
and routine. 

When you finish this lesson, you should be able 
to 
a. 

b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 

explain the difference between a schedule 
and a routine 
explain the purpose of a daily schedule 
list factors affecting schedule planning 
identify characteristics of a daily schedule 
solve problems related to schedule planning 
select activities which should follow one 
another in a daily schedule. 

Draper, Mary Wanda, and Draper, Henry E. 
Caring for Children. Peoria, Illinois: 
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1975. 
pp. 395-403. 

PURPOSES OF DAILY SCHEDULING 

There are many daily decisions that you must make in a child 
care center. The daily schedule, or order of events, gives 
both the teacher and the children security. Children need 
to know what will happen, and what to expect at the child 
care center. This does not mean that surprises are left out, 
or that you cannot make changes. In fact, flexibility is one 
of the most important characteristics to consider when 
planning any schedule. 

Young children do not tell time by a clock, or know the day 
by looking at a calendar. Schedules help children establish 
daily activities and follow them in a given order. A number 
of factors affect the scheduling of activities in the child 
care center: children's ages, developmental level, and back
ground experiences; length of the school day; types and needs 
of the children in the group; weather; transportation; 
arrangement and use of space; number of children enrolled; 
and purpose of the school. 



FACTORS AFFECTING DAILY SCHEDULING 

Age, Developmental Level, and 
Background Experiences 

I 

Consider the child's abilities in scheduling activities. 
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You can schedule a greater number of activities in a certain 
time period for older, more advanced children than for 
younger, less advanced children. Young children tire quickly, 
so changing from one activity to another before the child is 
ready may make him or her tired. In mixed age groups schedul
ing activities can be difficult. The older child should not 
be kept still too long because he or she may become bored, 
and the younger child should not be rushed. Schedules for 
mixed groups should include activities for all ages and 
abilities, and activities for each level in the group. 

Some children may never have played with other children. As 
a child care aide, you may have to work hard a while to help 
these children feel accepted and secure. It may take a while 
for these children to take part in the center's activities 
and try new experiences. You might help the child adjust to 
the center's activities by starting with experiences that are 
familiar in terms of culture or heritage. 

Length of the School Day 

The length of the school day affects the scheduling of activi
ties. Child care centers operate in many different ways. 
Some are open only a half day, while others are open a full 
day. Half-day and full-day centers will probably have dif
ferent scheduling policies. For example, the center which 
is open a full day has to allow for lunch and rest time, 
while the center which is open a half day probably does not. 
Although scheduling may change depending upon the length of 
the day, many of the same routines are followed in both the 
morning and the afternoon. Either type of scheduling should 
include time for toileting, washing, and alternating quiet 
play with active play. 

Types and Needs of Children 
in the Group 

Another important factor in the scheduling of activities is 
the type of children in the group at.the day.care ce~ter. 
Some centers may be organiz7d for ch1ldren ~1th spec1al needs 
such as the physically hand1capped or the d1sadvantaged. 
others may be set up for a mixture of all different types of 
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children. The ~irector and you, the child care aide, will 
need to do.spec~al planning in order to meet the needs of 
al~ the ch1ldren .. You should try to emphasize helping the 
ch1ld develop phys1cally, emotionally, mentally, and socially. 

Weather and Season 

The weather an~ ~e~sons are factors that are always changing. 
Plan extra act~v1t~es when bad weather is expected. It is 
better to plan too much than too little. Children need to 
know they can.expect good, fun activity even when the weather 
do7s not perm1~ them to go outside. If you plan to let the 
ch~ldren play 1n the rain or snow, make sure the parents 
know ahead of time so they can dress their child for the 
weather. 

Transportation 

Whether the children come to· the center by bus, car., or other 
means, they probably will not all arrive or leave at the same 
time. This means planning activities the children can do 
quickly as they arrive at the center. Children also must be 
able to leave without having to wait. Plan short activities, 
such as finger plays, which interest the children, but which 
leave them free to go. 

Arrangement and Use of Space 

Using space for more than one activity can create problems 
in scheduling when you need the space for two activities at 
the same time. For example, when a craft activity using 
tables runs into lunch time, either crafts must be cleared 
before all the children have finished, or lunch must wait. 
Try to separate two activities that share the same space. 
First schedule a craft activity, then a story (or any other 
activity which does not use the same space and furnishings), 
and then lunch. This type of scheduling moves the children 
away from the "messy area" and gives the staff time to set 
up lunch without making the children stand around and wait. 

Number of Children 

staying on schedule is most import~nt when a large number.of 
children are sharing space and equ1pment. Workers and ch~l
dren need communication and cooperation. The workers who 
close the center can prepare space and equipment for the next 
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mor~ing•s early arrivals; this will make staying on schedule 
eas1er. In order to communicate and cooperate, each employee 
must know what duties are to be performed so as not to waste 
time. 

Purpose of the School 

Different centers may have varying schedules because their 
purposes are different. For example, one center may stress 
the importance of scheduling motor activities for the physi
cally handicapped, while another may stress self-directed 
experiences, as in the Montessori program. (Unit XII-4 
discusses the Montessori method.) From day to day, you may 
want to emphasize different activities, such as preparing 
for holidays or for parents' night. 

QUESTIONS: 

In Items 1 through 6, write True to the left of the number 
if the statement is true, and False if the statement is false. 

______ 1. 

----~2. 

______ 3. 

______ 4. 

______ 5. 

______ 6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

A schedule should serve as a guideline for the 
day's activities. 

It is not necessary to have a one-to-one relation
ship with each child during the day. 

Both large and small group activities require 
coordination and advanced planning. 

Many of the same routines that are followed at the 
child care center in the morning are also followed 
in the afternoon. 

A child care worker does not have the responsibility 
of directing the child to develop socially or 
emotionally. 

A long activity which requires directions from the 
teacher is a good activity to start the day. 

What is the purpose of a daily schedule? 

What should be the one major characteristic of an 
effective daily schedule? 

What is the difference between a routine and a 
schedule? 
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10. What is the outcome of a rigid, confining routine? 

11. In Green's Child Care Center, there is a mixed age 
group of children from 2 to 5 years old. What 
should you do in order to balance the activities 
for these children? 

12. Michael, a child care aide, planned to have the 
children pot plants just before snacktime. Many 
of the children were not finished with the ac
tivity before snacktime. Since both activities 
used the same space and furnishings, the children 
were told to clean up the mess even though they 
were not through. How could Michael have planned 
the activities better? 

ASSIGNMENT: 

I. Compare the schedule on pages 398-401 of Draper and 
Draper with the schedule that you use at your child 
care center. What are the differences? similarities? 
Write a brief schedule of your own using the text and 
your child care center's schedule as a guide. Dis
cuss your new plan with the director. Ask for sug
gestions for improvements or different organization 
of the activities. 

GROUP WORK: 

I. With another child care aide, discuss problem situ
ations that have occurred because of overlapping 
activities and time. Give each other suggestions 
for what could have been done to help solve the 
problem. Make up other situations ·that could happen 
at the center because of scheduling problems, and 
let the group solve them. 
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UNIT XII-2 

PROGRAM PLANNING 

Routine Activities 
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Help plan, follow, and evaluate daily schedule 
and routine. 

When you finish this lesson you should be able 
to ' 
a. identify the daily routines of a child care 

center 
b. explain the need for consistency in routine 

activities 
c. give examples of transition activities 
d. select daily routines that help the child 

develop independence 
e. solve problems related to typical behaviors 

of young children. 

Routines are activities which occur about the same time every 
day. Routines at a child care center include: arriving and 
leaving, toileting, washing, eating, dressing, housekeeping, 
resting. Because routines usually follow a certain pattern 
throughout the day, the center staff and children know what 
to expect and when to expect it. For example, toileting 
usually comes before rest time. Following a pattern of 
activities helps the children feel secure. Everything else 
is planned around daily routines. 

ESTABLISHING ROUTINES 

Follow routines carefully during the first weeks after the 
child has entered the center. Children need constant en
couragement and support from adults when routines are being 
established. Once established, routines help the child 
better understand the idea of "time", which in turn helps 
him or her feel safe and comfortable. 

Establishing routine·s depends on several factors: the child • s 
age, ability level, and past experiences, and the facilities 
of the center. For example, when planning time for toilet
ing, do not expect a 3-year-old to burry as fast as a 5-year
old. Make plans for child-size toilets, or build steps for 
full-size toilets. Encourage each child to do the best he 
or she can on routine tasks. Through doing, the child learns. 
As skills increase, the child wants to do things on his or 
her own, and he feels a sense of s·uccess. These reactions 
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can do it." 
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O~fer help only when the child cannot do the job alone •. You 
w1ll p~obably nee~ to help when the job takes longer than 
the ch1ld has pat17nce, or when the job is just too diffi
cult. If you are 1n a hurry, but the child can do the job, 
ask yourself whether your "hurry" is really more important 
than the child's need to learn. 

INDEPENDENCE THROUGH ROUTINES 

Moving from having adults helping to doing things on their 
own is a frustrating but growing period for children. Chil
dren often protest because they do not want to be bossed or 
directed. They resist by being slow to perform a task, or 
by becoming stubborn and not performing the task at all. 
This type of behavior is usual from children who are be
ginning to want to be independent and to do things for them
selves. It is just a test of their own abilities. 

If the child care aide recognizes this need for independence, 
the aide will find it easier to meet and handle the child's 
resistance. You should be pleased to know the child is 
learning independence: however, you also should know that it 
is your job to see that he or she also learns and practices 
reasonable behavior. You cannot allow the child to do as he 
or she pleases all the time. This would result in complete 
confusion in the child care center. 

When children follow directions, they must have a chance to 
see that they do not lose their independence by meeting the 
demands of adults. The center staff should have clearly in 
mind what is expected of the child. If you, the child care 
aide, are sure of your own actions, you will make it easier 
for the child to accept your directions. 

Toileting 

The center should have regular times set aside for toilet
ing. The teacher and the child care aide should notice the 
signs that a child needs to go ~o the bathro~m, s~ that they 
can prevent an accident bef~re 1t occurs. S1gns.1nclu~e 
handling the genitals, danc1ng around, and sta~d1ng qu1etly 
with legs crossed at the knees or.ankles. Dur1ng cold 
weather the child may need to ur1nate more often after 
playing'outdoors. It helps to talk with parents about the 
child's toileting habits. 
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You sho~ld encourage good bathroom habits at the center, but 
yo~r ma1n goal should ac~ually be toilet training. Teach 
ch1ldren to flush t~e to1let, wash their hands with soap and 
warm water~ dry the1r hands with a paper towel, and place 
t~e.t~wel 1n the w~ste basket. This routine puts the respon
s1b1l1~y on the ch1ldren and encourages independence. The 
follow1ng suggestions will also help the child gain indepen
dence in toileting. 

Have confidence in the child's ability to learn. 
Try to put yourself in the child's place. 
Respect the child's body and feelings. 
Respect the child's individual adjustment to toilet 

training. 
Praise him or her for success, but be sincere. 
Encourage questions and conversations about toilet 

training. 
Allow the child to get over fears. Let him or her 

experiment with the facilities before using them. 
Avoid words like "naughty, " "dirty, " "messy," and 

"bad. " 
Treat toileting as a natural thing that everyone 

does. 

Children start learning about sex roles even before they are 
three. Understanding these roles is another thing, however. 
Little boys and girls play together, fight with each other, 
and sometimes share the same toilet facilities, without 
apparently being aware of any sex differences. Children do, 
however, have natural curiosity about their bodies. If they 
ask questions about the differences in their bodies during 
the toileting routines, deal with such questions honestly 
and in a matter-of-fact way. Modesty and privacy can be 
learned, even while following these guidelines. 

Washing 

Splashing in the water is a great sport for a 2-year-old, 
even though these efforts at washing remove little dirt. 
Encourage the child to use soap and warm water and to wash 
both sides of the hands. The 3-year-old does a better job 
than the 2-year-old of removing dirt, and the 5-year-old 
can do a very business-like job of w~shing hands. Don't 
expect too high a standard of cleanl7nes~, and never scold 
a child for getting dirty. Han~wash1n~ 1s necessa:y, ~o 
encourage children to follow th1s rout1ne after to1let1ng 
and before eating. 
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Eating 

Another impor~ant routine is eating. Serve meals or snacks 
before the ch1ld.gets too hungry. The preschool child has 
less of an appet1te than the younger child because the 
growth rate of the preschooler has slowed. 

When serving the meal, it is best to have an adult sit at 
the table as a model. The adult should try to sit at the 
sa~e place at the table every day to avoid confusing the 
ch1ldren. Do not rush the children with their eating, but 
do not let them dawdle or play with their food. Give chil
dren ~hat they.can eat, and encourage them to eat what they 
are g1ven. Th1s does not mean forcing the child to eat 
everything on the plate. However, encourage the child to 
at least taste each food. 

Dressing 

Children should be able to dress and undress themselves when 
possible. Self-help features such as large buttons on a 
front-open coat, or elastic-waisted pants, help the child 
develop. confidence in his or her ability to dress .. all by 
myself." As with toileting, give the child the chance to 
develop independence without being hurried, or helped unless 
it is absolutely necessary. 

Housekeeping 

Most nursery schools provide a locker for each child for 
clothes and other personal belongings. Mark the locker with 
the child's name and perhaps with a picture, so the child 
will have no trouble finding the right locker. 

When the children arrive, greet them and give th~m a few 
minutes to tell things of interest. Then take them to their 
lockers, or tell them to put away their belongings. The 
child care aide may help teach the children the correct way 
to hang their coats, and help with other belongings when 
necessary. If the hooks and shelves are placed within 
children's reach, they will soon be able to take care of 
their own belongings. 

The child care aide may also guide the children in house
keeping duties. This will help to keep the center neat and 
attractive. Put clear labels on shelves, .drawers, or bo~es, 
telling what is to be kept where .. This w1ll help the c~1l
dren in returning materials to the1r prop~r places. Th1s 
routine helps children learn that when th1ngs are returned 
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to their proper places, we can expect to find them there 
when ~ey are needed again. Keeping materials and equip
ment ~n order also reduces the frustration which occurs 

·when children cannot find what they want. 

The center should look 11 lived-in 11 without appearing clut
tered. The child care aide may need to put things away 
when he or she finds equipment or materials too scattered. 
Try to do this so that it will not interfere with the chil
d:en's.play; try to work cleaning and straightening rou
t~nes ~nto the play activity by indirect suggestions. 

Children notice the appearance of a room. Attractive addi
tions such as fresh flowers, growing plants, an aquarium, 
a colorful mobile, a wall hanging, or an arrangement of 
geometric figures help children develop an appreciation for 
these items. Provide opportunities for children to help 
make decorative items for the center. 

Paper. towels, sponges, mops, or a broom should be available 
in the center to clean up unexpected spills. The child 
responsible for the spill should be encouraged to clean it 
up. Some basic rules to teach preschool children are: 

Rest 

If you spill materials--pick them up. 
If you spill water--wipe it up. 
If you turn on a light--turn it off (when you leave 

the room). 
If you open the door--close it. 

Rest is another important routine in a child care center. 
Rest is necessary to young children for continuous growth 
and good health. Schedule time during the day to let. the 
children res~ or sleep. Otherwise, fatigue and emotional 
upsets are likely to occ~r. Severa~ sign~ ~f.fatigue.a:e 
listlessness (not being 1nterested ~n act~v~t~es), wh1n1ng 
and crossness, crying for no apparent reason, and change 
in behavior. 

The attitude of the teacher toward the rest period will 
influence the way the children rea7t to it. It ~s neces
sary that you, as the child care a~d7, kno~ the ~m~ortance 
of the rest period and how to superv~se th1s ac~1v1ty. A 
quiet period before rest time he~ps calm the ch1ldren a~d 
gets them ready to relax. You m1ght suggest story tell1ng 
or some type of quiet play. Arrange the room so that the 
children are separated enough to provide privacy. Each. 
child should have his or her own place to rest every day. 



The familiar setting helps the child feel comfortable and 
relaxed. 
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T~e amount of sleep ~he c~ild gets each night helps deter
m1ne how long the ch1ld w1ll rest. If children have had 
~nough sle7p to g7t.through the day, you might involve them 
1n some qu1et act1v1ty so they will rest or at least slow 
down and ~ot disturb the other children.' You might give 
such a ch1ld a book to look at while lying on his or her cot. 

Arrival and Departure 

When the children arrive at the child care center, they 
should be met by a teacher or an aide. Each child should 
be greeted individually by name to help him or her develop 
a positive self-concept. At this time, the teacher should 
check the child for any signs of illness, and receive any 
special instructions from the parent or guardian. 

Upon leaving, the child should collect anything that he or 
she needs to take horne including a coat, artwork, etc. The 
teacher or aide should be at the door to say goodbye and to 
reassure the children by saying something like, "I'll see 
you tomorrow." This lets the child know that the schedule 
will not be changed. 

TRANSITIONS 

Transitions are changes from one thing or place to another. 
At the child care center, transitions can be from a routine 
to a child-directed activity, or from a child-directed 
activity to a teacher-directed activity. The children 
should be able to go from one activity to another without 
any confusion. Signals can help the children recognize 
when to stop and prepare for the next activity. Examples: 
When the aide brings the drinking water to the playground, 
the children know that is the signal to stop, put away play 
things, have a drink, and go inside. When damp spon~es are 
placed at the messy play center~ the children recog~1~e . 
them as a signal for clean-up t1me, whether the act1v1ty 1s 
art, craft, clay, or snack. To begin the music period, you 
or the teacher can start singing some simple songs that 
allow the children to join in casually as they finish 
toileting and washing. 

These are only a few 
activity to another. 
they contribute much 
of the children. 

ways to make transitions from one 
Transitions are important because 

to the planning, safety, and control 
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QUESTIONS: 

Select the letter of the phrase which correctly completes 
the statement. Choose only one answer for each item. 

1. Jimmy accidentally spilled some water while he 
was playing; the child care aide should 
a. en~ourage him to wipe it up. 
b. qu~etly wipe it up for Jimmy. 
c. tell Jimmy he cannot play with water for 

the rest of the week. 

2. Consistency in the routines of the child care 
center , 
a. causes the child to become bored with center 

activities. 
b. helps the child feel security in the 

environment. 
c. forces the child to conform. 

3. Routines are not important for helping the child 
a. tell time:--
b. develop a fast pace. 
c. develop independence. 

4. The main emphasis of toilet training should be on 
a. good bathroom habits. 
b. sex-role identity. 
c. actual toilet training. 

5. When a meal is served at the center, it is best to 
a. have an adult sit at the table with the 

children. 
b. let the children eat by themselves to 

develop independence. 
c. alternate places at the table so each 

person can sit in a different chair 
each day. 

6. What are two standard routines when the child arrives 
at the center? 

7. 

a. 
b. 

Charmane a child at the child care center, has trouble 
remembering to put up the toys she gets out to play with. 
Give at least two suggestions that might help her put 
things away. 

a. 
b. 



8. K~y, a 3-year-old, played with a doll for about 10 
m1nutes, and then went into the housekeeping area and 
played there about 15 minutes. The child care aide 
is concerned that Kay changed activities too often. 
What would you tell her? 

9. When 4-year-old Charles arrived at the center, Ann, 
the child care aide, unzipped his coat, helped him 
take it off, and then hung his coat in his locker. 
Do you agree with what she did? What would you have 
done? Why? 

10. Janna and Ramond are good friends at the day care 
center, but they have trouble keeping quiet during 
rest period. What can you do to solve the problem? 

11. Jacque heard a chord on the piano and automatically 
knew that it was time for another activity. What 
word describes the signal used to indicate a change 
in activities? 

ASSIGNMENTS: 
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I. Collect cartoons from magazines and newspapers illus
trating children participating in daily routines. 
Make a bulletin board or a poster using these pictures. 
Display them at your child care center or in your 
classroom. 

II. Observe several children during rest time. Jot down 
your observations using the questions.below as a 
guideline. Feel free to add to the l1st of questions. 

a. Can you estimate how much sleep each child 
usually gets each night? 

b. Do all the children fall asleep in the same 
way? Example: some need quiet, some soft 
music. 

c. Do the children feel secure with their sur-
roundings? 

d. Is "home sickness" a more conunon occurrence 
during rest time? 



SUBJECT: 

TASKS: 

OBJECTIVES: 

REFERENCE: 

UNIT XII-3 

PROGRAM PLANNING 

Planning for Daily Activities 

Assist in planning lessons to use at the 
child care center. 
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~en you finish this lesson, you should be able 

a. descr~be the different types of plans 
b. expla1n the purposes of daily lesson plans 
c. describe the difference between a goal 

and an objective 
d. explain the relationship between the parts 

of a lesson plan 
e. explain guidelines to follow when writing 

a lesson plan 
f. plan a daily lesson 
g. give examples of activities which promote 

social skills, motor skills, language 
skills, and learning skills 

h. give examples of ways to set the stage for 
teaching 

i. identify simple teaching techniques for 
use as a child care aide. 

Draper, Mary wanda, and Draper, Henry E. 
Caring for Children. Peoria, Illinois: 
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1975. 
pp. 384-391. 

PURPOSE OF PLANNING AND TYPES OF PLANS 

Planning is an important part of the child care center per
sonnel's responsibilities. Planning not only organizes the 
day for the teacher, but also gives order to the child's 
day. Three main types of plans help achieve this organiza
tion: yearly plans, unit plans, and daily or weekly lesson 
plans. The yearly plan deals mainly with the overall long
range goals of the center. It focuses on holidays, seasons, 
field trips, or any other special events that are important 
during the school year. Unit plans usually carry out a 
theme. For example, you might take the idea from the yearly 
plan of visiting a barnyard. Then you can develop a theme 
around the barnyard animals, their eating habits, and their 
living quarters. The plan would include a variety of mate
rials and learning experiences to carry out the theme of the 
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barnyard. Daily or weekly plans usually contain objectives 
(behavior or achievements expected of the students or chil
dren ~t the end of a given time), learning experiences, 
ma~er1~ls needed.to accomplish the learning experiences and 
ob]ect1ves, and 1deas that you want the children to learn. 

~e lesso~ plans a~ your particular training station may 
1nclude d1fferent 1nformation than is given here. Be sure 
to follow the plans that your center uses. 

GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING WEEKLY OR DAILY PLANS 

There are several guidelines to consider when preparing 
daily or weekly lesson plans. 

1. Organize the learning experiences into a logical 
order according to difficulty, so the child will 
understand. For example, before a child learns 
what a horse eats, he first needs to know what a 
horse is. 

2. Have a definite purpose for each activity. Each 
activity should relate to an objective. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Plan activities which relate to each other. For 
example, you can teach the idea of horses through 
stories, physical exercises, games, field trips, 
and many other learning experiences. 

Plan the daily lessons with consideration for each 
child•s needs. You can make special attempts 
through activities to help children with any spe
cific problems. For example, Jose is shy in front 
of his classmates, so the child care aide had the 
children make puppets. Jose could then talk to 
his classmates with the puppet as his partner. 

Plan balance between quiet and active routines. 
Alternating lively and restful activities avoids 
overtiring the children. 

Plan for evaluation of the program each day, each 
week or whenever necessary. How often evaluation 
is d~ne varies at different child care centers. 
Evaluation is helpful for solving problems, noting 
the achievements of the children, p~an~ing for the 
next lesson, unit, or year, and rev1ew1ng the 
responsibilities of each worker. 



DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES 

Plan the program to develop social and personal skills, 
motor skills, learning skills, and language skills. 

Social and personal skills help the children learn about 
themselves and those around them. Social skills involve 
learning to respect others, sharing one's belongings (such 
as toys) , accepting others who may be different, and ex
pressing emotions in an acceptable way. Experiences such 
as sharing the swing, reading about children who are dif
ferent, or looking in a mirror help the children develop 
these social and personal skills. 
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Motor skills help the child develop large muscles such as 
arms and legs, and smaller muscles such as fingers and toes. 
Such skills also help the child learn the difference between 
left and right--a pre-reading skill. Plan activities using 
play equipment and toys that the child can climb on top of, 
or can handle confidently. 

Learning skills help the child remember, solve problems, and 
classify information. Providing the child with learning 
experiences that use the senses (hearing, tasting, smelling, 
etc.) is good for helping to classify or remember previously 
learned information. Stacking pots and pans, or playing 
matching games provide experiences useful in solving problems. 

Language skills can also be developed at the child care 
center. Using television, radio, tapes, records, and other 
audio-visual equipment is fun as well as rewarding to the 
children. Reading stories containing words that the chil
dren do not yet speak, although the rest of the story 1s 
understandable, helps develop a wide vocabulary. 

SETTING THE STAGE FOR TEACHING 

There are several actions to take before you start to teach 
children. (1) Be sure the physical setting of the room 
increases the children's ability to learn. (2) Provide 
enough materials for each child to use during each activity. 
(3) Have materials ready to use before starting the lesson. 
You can have the children help get out the materials. (4) 
Make sure the learning experiences will help the children 
achieve your lesson objectives. 



TEACHING TECHNIQUES 

Teaching ~echniques are tools used to accomplish the goals 
~f the ch1l~ care center. They help keep the children 
1nterested 1n the activities and routines at the center. 
Below is a list of teaching techniques that you will find 
helpful when working with young boys and girls. 
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1. Give eye contact to each child. Children will pay 
more attention to you if you look at them. 

2. Use the child's name. 

3. Use a soft, calm voice. 

4. Praise the child for doing a task or part of a task. 

5. Plan and teach brief lessons (about 10-15 minutes). 

6. Show excitement for the lesson. 

7. Get on the level of the child. 

QUESTIONS: 

1. What is the difference between a goal and an objective? 

2. Why is it necessary to have different goals and objec
tives for different child care centers? 

3. What is one purpose of planning lessons for a child 
care center? 

4. Which type of plan usually deals with the main overall 
events at the child care center? 

5. Why is it necessary to organize learning experiences 
into a logical order? 

6. List three reasons why evaluation of the program is 
important. 
a. 
b. 
c. 

7. List five teaching techniques that are helpful to use 
when teaching children. 
a. d. 
b. e. 
c. 



8. One of your assignments at the child care center is to 
read a story to the children. Name two things that 
should be done before you read the story. 
a. 
b. 

9. Lee, a child care aide, notices that Charles, a boy at 
the child care center, needs help developing his motor 
skills. What activities would you advise Lee to try 
with Charles? 

ASSIGNMENTS: 
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I. Talk to your director about the goals of the child 
care center. Make a list of the goals to post in 
the entry way of your center so that parents and 
workers can see what is being done with the children. 

II. Make a yearly calendar or plan for 
center showing the holidays, field 
or any other important occasions. 
pictures to illustrate the events 
dren can read the calendar, too. 

your child care 
trips, seasons, 
You might use 

so that the chil-

GROUP WORK: 

I. With at least one other child care aide, compile a 
list of goals that are important for a child care 
center. Think of objectives that can be used under 
each goal listed. Share the goals and objectives 
with other child care aides. 

II. With another child care 
that could be used at a 
the information below. 
below. 

Ideas you want 
children to 
learn 

Objectives to 
be achieved 

aide, make a daily lesson plan 
child care center, including 
You may want to use the form 

Learning experi
ences that ac
complish objec
tives 

Materials 
needed 
for learn
ing experi
ences 



UNIT XII-4 

PROGRAM PLANNING 

SUBJECT: Approaches to Teaching 

TASK: Follow the approach to teaching used at the 
child care center. 
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OBJECTIVES: When you finish this lesson, you should be able 
to 
a. define program model 
b. give examples of specific program models 
c. identify major characteristics of differ

ent program models 
d. explain the differences between the 

instructional and discovery approaches 
to teaching 

e. select activities for the instructional 
and discovery approaches. 

REFERENCE: Draper, Mary Wanda, and Draper, Henry E. 
Caring for Children. Peoria, Illinois: 
Chas. A. Bennett Co., Inc., 1975. 
pp. 368-373, 377-380. 

Many countries around the world have become greatly concerned 
with adequate childhood education. Since World War I, 
interested individuals and groups, colleges and universities, 
and the federal government have increased the development of 
childhood education programs. With so many different organi
zations trying to improve the care and teaching of the young, 
many educational programs were worked out, and many new ones 
are still being developed. Several models such as the 
responsive educational model and the open-learning model are 
explained in the reference Caring for Children. One model 
that was not mentioned, however, is the Montessori Model. 

The Montessori Program emphasizes the need for children to 
express themselves freely. Maria Montessori, who started 
the program, concluded that children learn best through their 
senses (hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, and touching). 
Materials that help the children use these senses are there
fore provided. 

The activities are carefully organized and planned, and the 
materials used are designed to serve one specific purpose. 
For example, blindfolding the child and having him match 
pieces of material would help develop the sense of .. touch ... 
Each piece of equipment used is designed so that the child 



can.see if he or she makes any mistakes when using the 
equ1pment. For example, puzzles will not fit together 
unless the pieces are put in their proper place, and a 
top will not spin unless you give it a good twist with 
your fingers. This method of teaching helps the chil
dren learn by doing. 

QUESTIONS: 
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1. What is the major difference between the instructional 
and discovery approaches to learning? 

2. What is the purpose of following a program model? 

Select the model that correctly identifies the description 
in Items 3-8. 

3. Children learn through 
spontaneous experiences. 

4. Children have less inde
pendence and decision
making experiences. 

5. The key factor in the 
child's development is 
the parent. 

6. The main goal is on the 
development of the child's 
thinking. 

7. Children learn to direct 
themselves and their actions. 

8. Children learn best through 
their senses. 

a. Instructional 
Approach 

b. Discovery Approach 

c. Montessori Method 

d. Florida Parent 
Education Model 

e. Cognitive Curricu
lum Model 

9. Jonathan attends a Montessori school. 
a. Give an example of a toy that Jonathan could play 

with which would be acceptable to this teaching 
approach. 

b. Give the purpose of the toy. 
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ASSIGNMENT: 

I. Using the reference, Caring for Children, pages 372-373 
as a guide, make a simple chart using a different goal 
and objective than the one used in the book. Plan 
activities and strategies for both the instructional 
approach and the discovery approach for the objective 
you choose. With permission from your director, try 
each approach with the children at your child care 
center. Which one seemed to work the best? Which one 
did the children enjoy more? 

GROUP WORK: 

I. With another child care aide, combine two or more of 
the program models explained in the reference, Caring 
for Children, pages 378-380. After combining the two, 
can you see an improvement? Were there any over
lapping ideas? Do you think that your combination 
could be used effectively to run a child care center? 

II. Have a group discussion or debate using one of the 
following as a topic: 
a. Instructional approach vs. discovery approach 

b. Montessori approach vs. the open classroom 
(cognitive curriculum model) 

c. "A Model Should Be Used as a Guide to Planning 
Activities" 
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APPENDIX B 

LETTER CONCERNING STUDY 

August 16, 1976 

Dear : 

The Home Economics Instructional Materials Center at Lubbock, 
Texas is continually involved in the revision and development 
of Home Economics instructional materials. Input from teach
ers such as yourself is crucial for the success of any cur
riculum development endeavor. We are presently revising Child 
Care Aide for the Horne Economics Cooperative Education Pro
gram. The original publication was developed in 1969. 

Your cooperation is needed to assist us in the evaluation of 
one of the units in the revised Child Care Aide. The unit is 
"Program Planning" and the four lessons are: 1. Daily 
Schedule, 2. Routine Activities, 3. Teaching Techniques, 
and 4. Approaches to teaching. · 

Your role in this evaluation would involve utilizing the unit 
with your Child Care Aides. The materials are self-instruc
tional in nature and follow the same format as other HECE 
Courses of Study. Use of these materials will take approxi
mately one week of class time to complete. Of course, this 
will vary with your students. 

Prior to the use of these materials, you will be asked to 
administer a pre-test to your students. After the students 
have worked through the materials a post-test will be admin
istered. Also included with this unit will be student and 
teacher reaction sheets and a short teacher questionnaire. 

One or more reference copies of the book, Caring for Chil
dren by Draper and Draper, will be needed for use by the 
students. Although this book is not required this year, it 
will be required for the 1977-1978 school year. This book 
can be purchased for $8.97 from: 

Chas. A.Bennett Co., Inc. 
809 W. Detweiller Dr. 
Peoria, Illinois 61614 

Because of your expertise, you and your students can provide 
valuable assistance in evaluating this unit. We hope that 
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August 16, 1976 Page 2 

you will be willing to cooperate. It will be necessary 
for you to complete the evaluation by December 1, 1976. 

You may return the enclosed post card to indicate your 
willingness to help in this program. Please reply by 
September 6, 1976. 

Upon receipt of the post card, the materials will be 
forwarded to you so that you will have time to use then 
and complete your evaluation by December 1. The mate
rials will be mailed on or shortly after September 18, 
1976. 

Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Webster 
Graduate Research Assistant 

RW/bh 
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APPENDIX C 

EVALUATION INSTRUMENT FOR STUDENTS 

Name 
Scho-o~l------------------------

Possible Score -------Student's Score 
Teacher's Name ------

----------------

PROGRAM PLANNING 

Select the letter that correctly completes each statement. 
Write the letter in the blank to the left of each number. 
(4 points for each right answer) 

____ 1. A pattern of expected behavior best defines a 

__ 2. 

A. routine. 
B. schedule. 
c. program model. 

The 

A. 
B. 
c. 

least important goal of daily scheduling is 
to help each child become independent. 
to reduce noise in the child '.s daily activities. 
to give the child freedom within limits. 

____ 3. The daily scheduling of activities for children is 
least influenced by 

A. age levels of children in the group. 
B. time and season of year. 
c. scheduled activities of the previous day. 

4. The most important characteristic of a daily --

--

schedule is 

A. a limited variety of activities. 
B. surprises for the children. 
C. activities which are flexible. 

5. Armando, a child care aide, planned to have a craft 
activity just before the children went home. How-
ever, the children were not through with the ac
tivity when their parents came to pick them up. 
Armando should 

A. have the parents wait 15 minutes until the 
children finish the activity. 

B. pick up the materials and put them away until 
the next craft time. 

C. leave the art materials out so the children 
could finish the next morning. 



____ 6. Jerome is in charge of planning an activity just 
before rest time. Jerome should , 

A. have the children go outside and play in the 
sand box. 

B. read a story to the children about baby 
animals at the zoo. 

C. have the children paint pictures with water 
colors. 

____ 7. An activity which would not be considered a daily 
routine is 

A. making name tags. 
B. arriving at the center. 
C. resting and sleeping. 
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____ 8. Consistency is needed in the routines of the child 
care center as it 
A. requires the child to conform. 
B. helps the child feel secure. 
C. eliminates the unexpected. 

____ 9. An example of a transitional activity is 
A. playing fireman with one other person while 

other children are resting. 
B. putting up materials while reciting a nursery 

rhyme. 
C. listening to records while singing along. 

10. Marni, a child at the child care center, is usually 
slow taking off her coat when she arrives at the 
center. You, the child care aide, should 
A. let Marni take off her own coat at her own pace. 
B. take Marni's coat off and put it away for her. 
c. ask another child to take Marni's coat off and 

put it away. 

11. Freddie, a child care aide, finds 3-year-old Susie 
in the bathroom watching Rusty with curiosity. 
Freddie should 
A. take Susie out of the bathroom until Rusty 

finishes. 
B. tell Susie casually and simply that boys and 

girls are different. 
c. tell Susie it is not nice to look at little 

boys in the bathroom. 
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____ 12. A unit plan usually 

___ 13. 

A. deals with the overall goals of the center. 
B. includes the important events of the year. 
C. carries out the theme through learning 

experiences. 

The 

A. 
B. 
c. 

main purpose of a daily lesson plan is to 
organize the day for the teacher and the child. 
provide a schedule that can be followed exactly. 
provide learning experiences for different 
types of activities. 

___ 14. While an objective is an observable task to be 
achieved, a goal is 

A. a reward given for doing a specific task. 
B. an overall target to be accomplished. 
C. a learning experience that lasts for a period 

of several days. 

____ 15. The teaching materials you should write down in 
your daily lesson plan should be those needed 
A. for accomplishing the objectives of the plan. 
B. by all teachers in the center for that day. 
C. for different craft activities of the day. 

___ 16. A guideline to follow when planning lessons is to 
A. remember to include activities just because 

they are fun. 
B. plan all the quiet activities in one part of 

the day. 
c. plan for some evaluation at least once a week. 

17. Elizabeth, a child care aide, is planning a daily 
--~ 

--

lesson using musical chairs as her activity. In 
her written plan, she should include 
A. the objectives she wants the students to be 

able to do. 
B. the number of children to be involved in each 

activity. 
c. a diagram of how the room will need to be 

arranged. 

18. The best activity for helping James, a child at the 
child care center, develop social skills is 

A. playing in the sandbox with Michael. 
B. looking at pictures in a story book. 
c. riding a tricycle on the sidewalk outside. 
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____ 19. A child care worker could most effectively set the 
stage for teaching by having 

A. four children share the same box of crayons. 
B. materials for finger painting ready when the 

students arrive. 
C. students participant in active play with toys 

around tables. 

____ 20. A teaching technique that would be effective for 
use with young children would be 

A. using a strong forceful voice to get attention. 
B. praising the child for accomplishing part of a 

task. 
C. teaching lessons that are 40-45 minutes long. 

____ 21. A program model is a 

A. list of objectives and learning experiences 
to be used at the day care center. 

B. set of learning materials that can help the 
children complete activities. 

C. specific plan for setting up and operating a 
child care center. 

____ 22. An example of a program model for child care center 
is 

__ 23. 

A. Florida Parent Education Model. 
B. Texas Care and Developmental Model. 
C. Singer's Education for Children Model. 

The 
the 
A. 
B. 
c. 

Cognitive Curriculum Model mainly emphasizes 
child • s 
horne environment. 
motor ability and coordination. 
thinking and reasoning skills. 

24. The instructional and discovery approaches to ---- teaching are different when it comes to 
A. who starts and leads activities. 
B. types of materials used for activities. 
c. where activities take place. 

25. Susan, a child care aide, wants to use the instruc-
---- tional approach to learning for teaching the chil

dren to play records. In this approach, Susan 
would first 
A. let the children experiment with the record 

player and records to find out how the equip
ment works. 

B. demonstrate to the children how to use the 
record player and records. 

C. have the children discuss how they think the 
player works. 
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APPENDIX E 

REACTION SHEET FOR STUDENTS' EVALUATION 
OF INSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

Student Name Teacher 
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School ------------------ ------------------

STUDENT REACTION SHEET 

DIRECTIONS: Read each question carefully and then place an 
X in the blank before the answer that best 
describes the way you feel about the instruc
tional materials. 

1. Did the task(s) at the beginning of each subject help 
you to know why the information was included in the 
materials? 

Yes, I read them and found them to be helpful. 
Part of the time I read them and they helped. 
No, I seldom paid any attention to them. 

2. Did the objectives at the beginning of each subject help 
you to know what you should be able to do after studying 
the lessons? 

--

Yes, they helped me to know what I should be able 
to do. 
Sometimes they helped me to know what I should be 
able to do. 
No, they did not help me know what I should be able 
to do. 

3. Were the materials written so that you could understand 
them? 

--

Yes, I understood most of the information. 
Sometimes I did not understand the information. 
No, there were many words I did not know. 

4. Were the reading assignments in the book Caring for 
Children easy to understand and follow? 
___ Yes, they were easy to understand and follow. 

Part of the time they were easy to understand 
and follow. 

___ No, they were hard to understand and difficult 
to follow. 



5. Were the questions and assignments clear? 
Yes, I knew what I was supposed to be doing all 
of the time. 
Part of the time I knew what I was to do. 
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No, I did not know what I was supposed to be doing. 

6. Was it worth your time to answer the questions? 
Yes, the questions helped me to learn the material. 
Some of the questions helped me to learn the 
materials. 
No, the questions were a waste of time. 

7. Were you able to use the materials .without help from 
others? 
____ Yes, I was able to work by myself without any 

help from others. 
Occasionally I needed help from others. 
No, most of the time I had to have some help and 
had to ask many questions. 

8. Did the materials move smoothly from subject to subject? 
____ Yes, I thought the materials moved smoothly from 

one subject to another. 
Sometimes I thought the materials were hard to 
follow. 
No, I seemed to jump from topic to topic. 

9. Did the materials keep your interest? 
Yes, I thought they were interesting most of the 
time. 
Sometimes I got tired of using the materials. 
No, there was too much repetition in the materials 
and I got tired of them. 

10. Did you get excited about something you learned from 
the instructional materials? 

----

Yes, there were times when I could hardly wait to 
try out at work what I had learned. 
Occasionally I wanted to see if what I had learned 
really worked on the job. 
No, I just memorized and learned what was in the 
materials. 

11. was the information included in the instructional mate-
rials needed on your job? 

Yes, I found most all of it useful on my job. 
Some of it was helpfu~, but I did not use parts of 
it at all. 

____ No, I really didn't need to know what I learned 
from the materials. 



12. Did the materials help you know your role as an 
employee? 

Yes, the materials helped me to know a lot more 
about my job. 

_____ Now I know a little more about what is expected 
of an employee. 
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____ No, I don't feel any different about my job than 
when I started. 

13. Was there enough group work to help you learn the 
lesson content? 

Yes, there was enough group work for me to learn 
the lesson content. 
Some of the group work helped me learn the lesson 
content, but there could have been more to choose 
from. 
No, the group work was not helpful to me. 

14. Were there enough assignments to help you learn the 
lesson content? 

Yes, there were enough assignments for me to 
learn the lesson content. 
Some of the assignments helped me learn the lesson 
content, but there could have been more to choose 
from. 
No, the assignments were not helpful to me. 

15. How would you rate the materials you have studied? 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 



APPENDIX F 

REACTION SHEET FOR TEACHERS' EVALUATION 
OF INSTRUCTION MATERIALS 

Name 
Scho-0~1----------------------

TEACHER REACTION SHEET 

113 

DIRECTIONS: Read each question carefully and then place an 
X in the blank before the answer that best 
describes the way you feel about the instruc
tional materials. 

1. Did the task(s) at the beginning of each subject help 
the students to know why that information was included 
in the materials? 

Yes, they read them and found them to be helpful. 
Part of the time they read them and found them to 
be helpful. 
No, they seldom paid any attention to them. 

2. Did the objectives at the beginning of each subject 
help the student to know what they should be able to 
do after studying the lessons? 
____ Yes, they helped the students know what they 

should be able to do. 
Sometimes, they helped the students to know what 
they should be able to do. 
No, they did not help the students know what they 
should be able to do. 

3. Were the materials written so that the students could 
understand the information? 
____ They understood most of the information. 

Sometimes, they did not understand the information. 
____ No, there were too many words that they did not 

understand. 

4. Were the reading assignments in the book Caring for 
Children easy for the students to understand and follow? 

Yes, they were easy for the students to understand 
and follow. 
Part of the time, they were easy for the students 
to understand. 
No, they were hard for the students to understand 
and follow. 
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5. Were the questions and assignments clear? 
Yes, they knew what they were suppose to be doing 
all of the time. 
Part of the time, they knew what they were to do. 
No, they often did not know what they were suppose 
to be doing. 

6. Was it worth the student's time to answer the questions? 
Yes, the questions helped them to learn the 
material. 
Some of the questions helped them to learn the 
materials. 
No, the questions were a waste of time to them. 

7. Were the students able to use the materials without 
help from others? 

Yes, they were able to work by themselves without 
any help from others. 
Occasionally, they needed help from others. 
No, most of the time they had to have help and 
asked many questions. 

8. Did the instructional materials move smoothly from 
subject to subject? 

Yes, they thought the materials moved smoothly 
from one subject to another. 
Sometimes they thought the materials were hard 
to follow. 
No, one minute they were learning about one thing, 
and then without warning, they were learning about 
something else. 

9. Did the materials keep the students' interest? 
Yes, they thought the materials were interesting 
most of the time. 
Sometimes they got tired of using the materials. 
They wanted a change. 
No, there was too much repetition in the materials. 
They got tired of them. 

10. Did the students ever get excited about something they 
learned from the instructional materials? 

Yes, there were times when they could hardly wait 
to try out at work what they had learned. 
Occasionally they wanted to see if what they had 
learned really worked on the job. 
No, they just memorized and learned what was in 
the materials. 



11. Was the information included in the instructional 
materials needed on the students' job? 

Yes, they found most of it useful on their job. 
Some of it was helpful, but they did not use 
parts of it at all. 
No, they really didn't know what they learned 
from the materials. 

12. Did the materials help the students know their role 
as a child care aide? 
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Yes, the materials helped them to know a lot more 
about their job. 
Now they know a little more about what is expected 
of an employee. 
No, they do not feel any different about their 
job than when they started. 

13. Was there enough group work to help the students learn 
the lesson content? 

Yes, there was enough group work for the students 
to learn the lesson content. 
Some of the group work helped the students learn 
the lesson content, but there could have been 
more to choose from. 
No, the group work was not helpful to the students. 

14. Were there enough assignments to help the students 
learn the lesson content? 

Yes, there were enough assignments for the students 
to learn the lesson content. 
Some of the assignments helped the students learn 
the lesson content, but there could have been more 
to choose from. 
No, the assignments were not helpful to the students. 

'15. How would you rate the overall quality of these materials? 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
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APPENDIX G 

COVER LETTER 

September 22, 1976 

Dear : 

Your willingness to participate in the evaluation of the HECE 
instructional materials for Child Care Aide is greatly ap
preciated. Enclosed are the following materials: (1) pre
tests and posttests (same test), (2) answer key, (3) unit 
on Program Planning, and (4) student and teacher reaction 
sheets. Please complete the following procedures in the 
order outlined below: 

1. Familiarize yourself with the unit. 

2. Have each student take the pretest before they 
begin the unit. (Make sure that the student's 
name is on the pretest.) Please assure your 
students that all results will remain anonymous. 
The only reason we need names is to compare the 
scores of the various instruments. 

3. Give each student the unit to complete. Allow 
students to proceed through the materials at 
their own pace. You may want to set a date when 
all students must be through in order to take 
the posttest. (Estimated maximum time - eight 
days.) You may keep the units for future use 
in your classes. 

4. Give the posttest to all the students at the 
same time. Again, be sure the names are on 
the tests. If you wish to give a grade on the 
posttests for your records, feel free to score 
them using the answer key in your packets. 
However, you are not required to score the 
pretests or posttests. 

5. Have students complete the student reaction 
sheets. Be sure names are on the sheets. 

6. Review the material and respond to the teacher 
reaction sheet. Please put your name on this 
sheet. Remember all results will remain 
anonymous. 
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September 22, 1976 Page 2 

Mail the following materials back to me by December 1, 1976 
in the envelope provided: (1) pretests, (2) posttests, 
(3) student reaction sheets, and (4) teacher reaction sheet. 

Thank you again for your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Robin Webster 
Graduate Research Assistant 

RW/clr 




